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Abstract 

The early detection of breast cancer is of the outmost importance in order to increase survival 

rates. Mammography is considered as an effective tool to detect breast cancer, but due to the 

complexity of breast tissue texture and the observer variability effect, misdiagnosis of breast 

cancer frequently occurs. This research develops a simple Computer-aided detection (CAD) 

system in order to improve the accuracy and efficiency of mammogram interpretation. The 

first step of the proposed algorithm is mammographic image preprocessing which removes 

unwanted regions from the breast image and enhances image contrast without losing the 

image information. A region of interest (ROI) was then segmented using thresholding, and 

quantization based techniques. In mammography, the breast tissue type influences the 

performance of the detection. Thus, the proposed algorithm automatically characterizes the 

tissue type as fatty, dense or glandular. The last step of the proposed CAD system, aims at 

distinguishing normal from abnormal breast tissue, and subsequently differentiates benign 

from malignant lesions. In this thesis work, the classification tasks were based on texture 

features and supported vector machine (SVM). Features were extracted by using conventional 

well-known features (Haralick features) as well as new, less-known features (segmented 

fractal texture analysis SFTA). To obtain good classification performances, optimal features 

were selected and redundant features were removed. With the aim of showing the robustness 

of our approach, tests were performed using the well-known Mammographic Image Analysis 

Society (MIAS) database which contains annotations provided by radiologists. For tissue 

characterization, three approaches of features extractions were investigated; the best accuracy   

for distinguishing fatty tissue from non-fatty was obtained using combined Haralick and 

SFTA features (    accuracy). Moreover, the best accuracy for differentiating between 

dense and glandular tissue was obtained using SFTA features (     accuracy). The SFTA 

features proved their superiority for the classification of normal vs abnormal lesion, and 

benign vs malignant lesion, with accuracies of       and  4    respectively.  

 

Keywords- Breast cancer, Mammography, Computer-Aided Detection (CAD), Image 

processing, Tissue characterization, Segmentation,   Texture features, Support vector machine 

(SVM) 
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 المستخلص 

أٌ انخشخيض انًبكش نٓزا  ػهًياً  اٌ سشطاٌ انثذٖ يٍ أحذ إَٔاع انسشطاَاث انشائؼت ػُذ انُسا،؛ ٔقذ ثبج

انذاء انؼُؼال يضيذ يٍ يؼذلاث فشص انشفاء. يؼخبش انخظٕيش انشؼاػٗ نهثذٖ )انًايٕجشاو( أداة أساسيت ٔ 

ُْانك اسباب حخؼهق بشكم ظٕٓس انٕسو كظغش حجًّ ،ٔاسباب  نكٍ فؼِِّانت نهكشف ػٍ الأٔساو فٗ انثذٖ.

نبظشٖ ،حضيذ يٍ طؼٕبت حفسيشطٕسة انًايٕجشاو أُخشٖ حخؼهق بأخظائٗ انخشخيض كخؼشػّ نلاجٓاد ا

 راث انخذسجاث انشياديت انًخبايُت، يًا يؤدٖ فٗ كثيش يٍ الأحياٌ نهخشخيض انخاطئ.  

اٌ انٓذف انشئيس يٍ ْزا انبحث ْٕ حظًيى بشَايج حاسٕب يؼًم ػهٗ حشخيض طٕس أشؼت انثذٖ حهقائياً بغشع حقذيى 

ٌٕ انبشَايج انًطشٔح يٍ ػذة خٕاسصيياث ٔحؼخبشانهبُت الأٔنٗ نهبشَايج ْٗ اصانت "سأٖ يساػذ" انٗ اخظائٗ الأشؼت. يخك

انًُاطق انغيش يشغٕب فيٓا يٍ انظٕسة ٔالابقاء ػهٗ يُطقت انثذٖ فقط يغ ححسيٍ انظٕسة دٌٔ انخأثيش ػهٗ انبياَاث 

 انًشاد دساسخٓا فٗ انظٕسة.

يف َٕع َسيج انثذٖ انٗ دُْٗ، غُذٖ، أٔ كثيف. يهيّ حظُيف ْزِ الأطشٔحت حؼًم ػهٗ ححقيق ػذة أْذاف ، أًْٓا حظُ 

انثذٖ انٗ يُؼافٗ أٔ يشيغ ٔيٍ ثى حظُيف اَفت انثذٖ انٗ ٔسو حًيذ أٔ خبيث. ٔحؼخًذ ْزِ انذساست ػهٗ اسخخذاو َٕػيٍ 

ٗ ْزِ (. ٔنهخظُيف انًؼخًذ فSFTA( ٔالآخش انحذيث   )Haralickيٍ انًيضاث انُسجيت، أحذًْا انُٕع انًؼشٔف )

 (.SVMانذساست ْٕ انًظُف َٕع )

(، ٔانخٗ حخؼًٍ  MIASٔبٓذف اظٓاس يخاَت انخحهيم ٔ انًقاسبت ، أجشيج يؼانجت انظٕس ػهٗ قاػذة انبياَاث انًؼشٔفت ) 

 حشخيض يسبّــــق نهظٕس يٍ قِبــم أخظائيٗ الأشؼـــت.

  87انُسيج انذُْٗ يٍ غيش انذُْٗ ،ٔ دقت بذسجت %نخًييض   78اٌ أفؼم انُخائج انخٗ حى انحظٕل ػهيٓا ْٗ دقت بُسبت %

 كفاَِ اػهٗ يٍ َظيشِ  SFTAنخظُيف انُسيج انغيش دُْٗ انٗ غــذٖ أٔ كثيــف .ٔقذ أظٓش انًًيض انُسجٗ َٕع 

Haralick      ػهٗ يسخٕٖ حظُيف انثذٖ انٗ سهيى ٔغيش سهيى ٔحظُيف انٕسو انٗ حًيذ أٔ خبيث، حيث حقق دسجاث دقت

 ػهٗ انخٕانٗ.  7..%8 ٔ %87.7 
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Résume 

La détection précoce du cancer du sein est de la plus haute importance pour 

augmenter les taux de survie. La mammographie est considérée comme une technique 

efficace pour la détection du cancer du sein mais, en raison de la texture du tissu mammaire 

et de la variabilité inter observateur, les erreurs de diagnostic du cancer du sein sont 

fréquentes. Notre recherche consiste à développer un système simple de détection assistée par 

ordinateur (CAD) afin d'améliorer la précision et l'efficacité de l'interprétation des 

mammographies. La première étape de l'algorithme proposé est le prétraitement des images 

de mammographie, afin d‘éliminer les régions indésirables de l'image mammaire et de 

rehausser  l'image sans perdre les informations. Pour la suite du processus, la région d‘intérêt 

(ROI) segmentée par seuillage et quantification. En mammographie, le type de tissu 

mammaire influe sur les performances de la détection. Ainsi, l'algorithme proposé caractérise 

automatiquement le type de tissu, soit gras, dense ou glandulaire. La dernière étape du 

système de CAD proposé consiste à distinguer les seins normaux des seins anormaux, puis à 

différencier les lésions bénignes des lésions malignes. Dans cette thèse, les tâches de 

classification sont basées sur les caractéristiques de texture et sur les machines à vecteurs 

supportées (SVM). Des caractéristiques « anciennes » bien connues (caractéristiques de 

Haralick) ont été extraites ainsi que de nouvelles caractéristiques moins connues (analyse 

fractale segmentée de texture SFTA). Pour obtenir de bonnes performances de classification, 

les caractéristiques optimales ont été sélectionnées et les caractéristiques redondantes 

supprimées. Dans le but de montrer la robustesse de notre approche, des tests ont été réalisées 

à l'aide de la base de données bien connue Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS), 

qui comporte des annotations fournies par des radiologues. Pour la caractérisation des tissus, 

trois approches d'extraction de caractéristiques ont été étudiées; la meilleure précision 

obtenue est de     pour distinguer les tissus adipeux des tissus non gras en utilisant des 

caractéristiques combinées de Haralick et de SFTA. De plus, la meilleure précision de     a 

été obtenue pour différentier les tissus denses et glandulaires à l‘aide de fonctions SFTA. Les 

caractéristiques de la SFTA ont prouvé leur supériorité pour classifier les lésions normales et 

anormales et les lésions bénignes et malignes, avec des précisions de       et  4    

respectivement. 
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1. Introduction  

 

This thesis addresses the problem of detection and classification of breast cancer by the 

application of computer programming tools for augmenting radiologists on their demanding 

job of diagnostic breast abnormalities using data from mammography. The focus, research 

objectives of the thesis, and strategies of research are described in this chapter, followed by 

the thesis statement, the main contribution and thesis organization. 

 

1.1. Thesis focus  

Breast cancer is the utmost usual cancer among the women and the most common form of 

cancer death.  The early detection of breast cancer is of prime importance in order to increase 

survival rates. Although, X-ray mammography is the most common imaging tool for breast 

screening and for early breast cancer detection (Karellas and Vedantham, 2008), but 

mammograms are considered among the most difficult medical images to interpret according 

to: the overlap of tissues, the differences in the tissues types and their low contrasts. Also, it 

is hard to detect a breast cancer at an early stage, because the tumor is too small to perceive 

by the eye. Moreover, many researches (Kim et al., 2019), (Elmore et al., 2009), (Ciccone et 

al., 1992) approved that there is an inter-observer and intra-observer variability of 

mammogram interpretation due to several factors concerning the radiologist as example: 

years of experience, fellowship training in breast imaging, and visual fatigue.    

So, mammograms interpretation can produce false negatives and false positives. The goal 

of this research is to develop a CAD system that search abnormal areas and highlights these 

areas, alerting the radiologist to carefully assess the ROI, providing a valuable ―second 

opinion‖ to a radiologist based on an objective method. 
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1.2. Research objectives 

The main objective is to develop a reliable CAD system for detecting and localizing the 

breast cancer in the mammogram image based on texture features. The work can be divided 

into four specific objectives, corresponding to the main objective: 

1. To develop an algorithm that classifies the breast tissue type, the normal/abnormal 

image, and delineates the breast cancer on the mammogram. 

2. To choose the best features that estimate breast texture. 

3. To assess the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the classifier.  

 

1.3. Thesis statement 

This thesis proposes an approach for detecting a breast cancer in mammogram 

images, the thesis states: 

In mammogram image, breast tissue shows different texture appearance according to the 

tissue density type, normality and pathologically tissue. Estimation of statistical and 

structural features can be used to develop a CAD system for breast cancer detection.   

 

1.4. Research strategy 

This section briefly shows a flowchart that demonstrates the main algorithm criteria of 

thesis methodology [Figure (1-1)]. The mammogram image preprocess by removing the 

unwanted regions, noises, and enhancing the image contrast. Two segmentation processes 

applied, breast region segmentation and ROI segmentation.  The algorithm used texture 

analysis, and selected the best subset of features that describe breast tissue. These textural 

indices were tested to assess their potential interest into different types of problems: the 

characterization of different tissue types, the classification between normal and abnormal 

mammograms, and the differentiation between benign and malignant lesions. To achieve 

classification tasks, machine learning method was applied, and the performance of the 

classifiers was tested on an independent dataset.  
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Figure (1-1): Flowchart represents the general methodology of thesis algorithm. R and B are 

abbreviations refer to (Returned and Back) respectively 
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1.5. Thesis organization 

This manuscript is divided into five chapters, which are organized as follows: 

 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

Introduce a brief introduction to the thesis, including the thesis focus, objectives, thesis 

statement, research strategies, and thesis organization. 

     

Chapter 2: Medical context and instrumentation viewpoint 

Present an overview of the medical context and the breast cancer imaging modalities, 

focusing on mammography and available CAD systems. It consists of four sections. The first 

section gives a basic overview of the breast anatomy. The second section presents an 

overview of breast cancer disease, including some elements to stablish its diagnosis, 

epidemiological data and disease management. A specific focus is given on African and 

Sudan regions. The third section introduced the X-ray mammography, which is considered as 

the primary imaging tool for breast cancer screening; it mentions mammography equipment, 

the different types of mammography, textures in mammogram, and standard mammography 

reports with examples. The last section introduces the usage of CAD in mammography and 

highlights the most frequently used mammogram databases.   

 

Chapter 3: Review and performance evaluation of CAD system approaches for 

mammographic image analysis 

 Is dedicate to the concept behind the research, including an overview of image 

processing methods that are applied to X-ray mammogram as well as CAD system 

approaches. This chapter describes some popular methods, which are used for X-ray 

mammograms processing. The four sections correspond to preprocessing, lesion 

segmentation, image feature extraction, and a specific classification tasks.  
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Chapter 4: Materials and Methods 

Present the materials and methods that were used for the current work. The different 

sections correspond to the database that was used, the proposed processing pipeline, which 

consists of preprocessing stage, segmentation, feature extraction and classification. Texture 

analysis can be considers as the central part of this research. Finally, three types of 

classification tasks were investigated: breast tissue characterization, classification between 

normal and abnormal breast, and classifications between benign and malignant lesions. The 

datasets and the procedures, which are used for each task, are finally presented.  

 

Chapter 5: Results and discussion 

Presents the results that were obtained from the different steps previously described, 

including preprocessing, segmentation, and classifications. Finally, is a general discussion 

and compares the results obtained by other studies related to our approach with our results.  

 

Chapter6: Conclusion and prospective work 

The main achievements are summarized for the future work.  
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2. Medical Context and Instrumentation Viewpoint 

 

2.1. Breast anatomy 

Breasts are made up of a mixture of lobules, glandular ducts, fatty and fibrous connective 

tissues [Figure (2-1)]. Lobules produce milk; ducts are the tiny tubes that carry milk from the 

lobules to the nipple. The breast lobules are called glandular tissue; the fibrous connective 

tissue and the fatty tissue give breasts their sizes and shapes and hold the glandular tissue in 

place. Fibroglandular breast tissue is made up of epithelial glandular component, including 

terminal ductal lobular units and ducts, as well as stromal components, including the 

supportive fibrous connective tissue within the inter and intra-lobular stroma (Seely et al., 

2004). 

The adult breast sites atop the pectoralis muscle and the ribcage. The breast tissue extends 

horizontally from the edge of sternum out to the midaxillary line.  The breast tissue is 

encircled by a thin layer of connective tissue called fascia, the deep layer of fascia sites on the 

top of the pectoralis muscle while the superficial layer sits just under the skin (Netter, 2006). 

The blood supply from the breast comes primarily from the internal mammary artery, 

which runs underneath the main breast tissue. The lymphatic vessels flow in the opposite 

direction of the blood supply and drain into lymph nodes. Most lymphatic vessels flow to 

axillary lymph nodes, while a small number of lymphatic vessels flow to internal mammary 

lymph nodes located deep on the breast. When a breast cancer metastasizes, it usually 

involves the first lymph node in the chain of lymph nodes (Blackburn et al., 2012). 

The three major hormones affecting the breast are: estrogen, progesterone, and prolactin. 

During the menstrual cycle and pregnancy, many changes happen in the women‘s breast 

tissue due to hormones, progesterone and estrogens. In a woman who is not pregnant or 

suckling, the alveoli are very small and solid, but during the pregnancy enlarge, and the cells 

undergo rapid multiplication. In a woman who has given birth more than twice the breast 

becomes large and pendulous, while in elderly women the breast becomes small because of 

the decrease in fat and of the glandular tissue atrophy (Moore et al., 2010). 
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2.2. Breast cancer 

Breast cancer is associated with an image of severe gravity because it affects a body part 

full of symbolism in motherhood and femininity. It is much more common in women, it can 

also affect men; breast cancer is the second common leading cancer type, exceeded only by 

lung cancer [Figure (2-2)]. Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease, some clinical 

characteristics being correlated with risk predictors (Garcia et al., 2006).  

Figure (2-1): Mammary gland, anterolateral dissection and sagittal section, (Netter, 2006) 
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2.2.1. Breast cancer epidemiology 

Breast cancer is the most frequently occurring cancer in women around the world. The 

incidence of breast cancer varies greatly around the world. According to 2012 GLOBOCAN 

statistics, nearly             women were diagnosed with breast cancer with an incidence 

increase of     when compared to      (Ghoncheh et al., 2016). Breast cancer incidence in 

developed countries is higher (Vanderpuye et al., 2017), but the relative mortality is greater 

in economically disadvantaged countries, as shown in [Figure (2-3)] and [Figure (2-4)].  

According to (GLOBOCAN 2012) statistics, the age standardized incidence rate (ASR) of 

breast cancer per 100,000 women is:   4    in North America,  6   , and 38.3 in South and 

Central America respectively,    6in Western Europe,    in Northern Europe,  6 in 

Southern Europe, 4  in Eastern Europe,  6 in South Eastern Asia,    in South Central Asia 

while the incidence range is between      and    in sub-Saharan Africa. In sub-Saharan 

Africa, the majority incidence estimation of breast cancer is      and    6 cases in Southern 

and Western Africa,    4 in Eastern Africa, and  6   in Central Africa (Ferlay et al., 2015).  

Study in (Chokunonga et al., 2013) estimated the incidence of breast cancer in Africa is to 

double of (GLOBOCAN 2012) statistics by 2050. [Figure (2-5)] shows the (ASR) of breast 

cancer per         women as given by GLOBOCAN 2018: 

 

Figure (2-2): Number of cancers‘ new cases in 2018, both sexes, all ages, (GLOBOCAN 2018) 
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Figure (2-3): Distribution of standardized incidence rate of breast cancer in world (GLOBOCAN, 2018) 

 
Figure (2-4): Distribution of standardized mortality rate of breast cancer in world (GLOBOCAN, 2018) 
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2.2.2. Breast cancer classifications  

Breast cancer can be classified into biological and clinical subgroups according to its 

histological grade and its histological type. The purpose of this classification is to select the 

best treatment Grade is an assessment of the degree of differentiation and proliferative 

activity of a tumor, and histological type refers to the types of tissue involved in the tumor 

(Elston and Ellis, 1991). 

There are two major regions in the breast where cancer can arise, the lobules and the 

ducts. Ductal carcinomas are the most common type of breast cancer, followed by lobular 

carcinoma, and other rare cancer types include tubular, medullary, papillary, and mucinous 

carcinoma. Breast cancer is also classified as invasive or noninvasive. Invasive cancers are 

those spread to breast tissue outside of the tissue of origin, and noninvasive cancers, which 

are called in situ carcinoma, i.e. tumors that not spread outside of origin tissue.    

 

Figure (2-5): Age standardized incidence and mortality rates of breast cancer for female worldwide, 

(GLOBOCAN 2018) 
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2.2.3. Breast cancer staging  

The Tumor-Node-Metastasis (TNM) classification system is the most important coding 

for staging malignant tumors, published by the Union for International Cancer Control 

(UICC). In addition, the TNM classification system is important in cancer research for a 

correct description and classification of the anatomical extent of a tumor (Boeker et al., 

2016). In TNM classification, (T) describes the size of the tumor; (N) describes whether the 

cancer has spread to the lymph nodes, and (M) describes whether the cancer has spread to a 

different part of the body. [Table (2-1)] provides a complete view of this system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (2-1): TNM staging, (Boeker et al., 2016) 
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2.2.4. Breast cancer size and grading 

Breast tumor varies in shape and size; it is usually expressed in millimeters or 

centimeters, ranges from            (Narod et al., 2013). The smallest lesion that can be 

felt by hand is approximately           . Although, small cancers have generally a better 

outcome, size alone doesn‘t always give the prognosis. For instance, a small cancer can be 

fast growing while a larger cancer can be slow growing. In case of breast cancer with 

multiples localization, multi-centric means there is more than one area of breast cancer in 

different quarters of the breast and multi-focal means more than one area of cancer in one-

quarter of the breast. The importance, the size and localization of the cancer in relation to 

breast size affect the surgery that can be offered; for small cancer, lumpectomy (cancer and 

margin removed) is recommended, and for larger cancer mastectomy is recommended 

(Gottlieb, 2000).  

Grade is the assessment of how closely cancer cells resemble the cells of the organ in 

which the cancer originated. As the grade number increases, the resemblance of cancer cells 

to those of the organ of origin decreases. For grade-1, cancer cells look most like normal 

breast cells and slow-growing; for grade-2, cells look less like normal cells and are growing 

faster; for grade-3 cells look different to normal breast cells and are fast-growing. People 

with grade-3 cancer are more likely offered chemotherapy to help destroy any cancer cells 

that may have spread as a result of cancer fast growing (Morrow and Krontiras, 2001). 

 

2.2.5. Breast clock and quadrants 

Physicians often describe the location of a breast tumor using clock positions. [Figure (2-

6)] shows the right and left breasts from physicians‘ viewpoint. Each breast is divided into 

horizontal halves, upper and lower, and vertical halves, inner and outer. Each quadrant is then 

divided into three subparts, mimicking a clock division. Each part is then coded according to 

the International Classification of Diseases for Oncology (ICD-O). (Fritz et al., 2013) 

The (ICD-O) code is a dual classification, taking into account both topography and 

morphology. Topography code describes the anatomical site of origin of the neoplasm. The 

code has a prefix ―C‖ followed by three digits that indicate the site (two digits) and the 

subsite (one digit), separated by a decimal point. Morphology code describes the 

characteristics of the tumor, including its cell type and biological activity. The code is 
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composed of four digits that indicate the cell type and one digit that indicates the behavior, 

separated by ―/‖.  The behavior digit can be 0 (benign), 1 (uncertain behavior), 2 (carcinoma 

in situ), 3 (malignant, primary site), 6 (malignant, metastatic site), or 9 (malignant, uncertain 

whether primary or metastatic site).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.6.  Breast cancer in lymph nodes  

Breast tissue is drained by lymphatic vessels that lead to axillary nodes (which lie on the 

axilla) and internal mammary nodes (which lie along each side of the breast bone). If breast 

cancer spreads, the lymph nodes (axillary lymph nodes) are the first place where the 

spreading occurs, [Figure (2-7)]. 

Figure (2-6): ―Clock‖ positions Quadrants and ICD-O codes of the breast, (Fritz et al., 2013) 
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Lymph node status is highly related to prognosis, the more lymph nodes are affected the 

poorer prognosis tends to be: 

    (1) Lymph node-negative means the axillary lymph nodes do not contain cancer 

    (2) Lymph node-positive means the axillary lymph nodes contain cancer. 

Furthermore, the larger the tumor is, the more likely breast cancer has spread to lymph 

nodes. Thus, lymph node status is partially related to tumor size. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.7. Breast cancer risk factors 

The biggest risk factors for breast cancer are age and genes (family history). The two 

most common genes involved in familial breast cancer are BRCA1 and BRCA2. A mutation 

of one these two genes is the cause of most familial disease cases.  For women before 

age4       , who carry a BRCA mutated gene; have a risk of developing breast cancer 

Figure (2-7): Lymph nodes for breast, (SEER, 2001) 

B, C, D are axillary 

lymph nodes level I, 

II, III respectively. 

(levels according to 

breast distance). 

 

A: Pectoralis major 

muscle;  

E: Supraclavicular 

nodes, 

 F: Internal 

mammary lymph 

nodes.  
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between 6   and     (Malone et al., 1998).  Moreover, high breast density on an X-ray 

mammogram is linked to an increased risk of breast cancer (Freer, 2015), extremely dense 

breasts and first degree relatives with breast cancer were each associated with  a more than 

       increased breast cancer risk in women with age between 4  4  (Nelson et al., 

2012). 

Researchers have also found a relation between an overweight and breast cancer. Obese 

women after menopause have higher risk of breast cancer, due to highly estrogen levels that 

are produced by fatty tissues, and highly insulin levels. Moreover, obese women before 

menopause with body mass index greater than         have a 4   higher risk of 

developing triple-negative breast cancers compared with non-obese women (Pierobon and 

Frankenfeld, 2013).  To assess the correlation between body mass index (BMI), menopausal 

status, and breast cancer, a meta-analysis of 34 cohort studies including over             

women was conducted and concluded that each         
increase in body mass index was 

associated with a     increased relative risk of postmenopausal breast cancer, whereas each 

        increase in body mass index was associated with an    decreased relative risk of 

premenopausal breast cancer (Renehan et al., 2008)).   

 Lacey in (Lacey et al., 2009), evaluated risk factors for breast cancer (      ) among 

       women who were randomized in the prostate, lung, colorectal and ovarian cancer 

screening trial. The adjusted relative risks (RRs, with     confidence intervals (CIs) were 

calculated for lifestyle and reproductive factors during an average of five years. Result 

showed, increasing age, nulliparity, positive family history of breast cancer and use of 

menopausal hormone therapy were strongly positively correlated with breast cancer. In 

addition, younger ages of menarche or menopause older were weakly associated with breast 

cancer due to prolong hormone exposure. Finally, there is week positive association between 

breast cancer and taller heights or heavier weight. [Table (2-2)] extracted from this study 

summarizes the different risk factors.  

Globally, more than             women use either hormonal contraceptive pills or 

injectable contraceptives (Urban et al., 2012), and there is several researchers studied 

whether hormonal contraception is associated with an increased risk of breast cancer. In 1996 

the Collaborative Group on Hormonal Factors in Breast Cancer meta-analysis pooled a total 

of  4 epidemiological studies from    countries and included        women with breast 

cancer and         controls (Bjelic-Radisic and Petru, 2010). Study concluded, women 
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using hormonal contraceptives had an elevated risk for breast cancer (               

       4). Women who had used contraceptives before the age of  , had an elevated risk for 

breast cancer over the subsequent years (        until the      
year of age,       4 

between    and  4 years, and          between the age of       4       , respectively) 

compared to those who started to use contraceptives after 20 years of age.  

In South Africa, an injectable hormonal contraceptive has been used more commonly 

than anywhere else in the world (Bailie et al., 1997). In (Shapiro et al., 2000), a case-control 

study was conducted, in which cases of breast cancer (    4  ) and controls (      6  ) 

hospitalized for conditions unrelated to contraceptive use were interviewed from 1994 to 

1997 in hospitals in Cape Town, South Africa. The women were aged     4 years. The 

results showed, the relative risk for exposure to injectable contraceptives was     without 

associations of age categories. For exposure to oral contraceptives, the overall relative risk 

was    . The findings suggested that injectable contraceptives do not increase the risk of 

breast cancer, and that oral contraceptives may increase the risk among women below age    

years.  

A comparison study between North Africa and Western countries (Corbex et al., 2014), 

suggested that women in North Africa are more protected from breast cancer due to many 

factors such as younger mean age at first pregnancy, higher mean number of children, longer 

mean duration of breastfeeding, lower mean age at menopause, lower prevalence of 

contraceptive use and lower alcohol consumption.   
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Table (2-2): Breast cancer and risk factors by (Lacey et al., 2009) 
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2.2.8. Breast cancer incidence and epidemiology in Sudan 

Sudan is the third largest country in Africa, located in the Northeast of Africa with more 

than 4          people; Nile River is the most noticeable geographical feature (Wikipedia, 

2012). Sudan has diverse ethnic groups including Afro, Arab and Afro-Arab tribes. Sudan‘s 

cancer burden is not well documented because the health system focuses on communicable or 

infectious diseases such as malaria, tuberculosis and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). 

In 2009, the first National Population based Cancer Registry (NCR) was established in 

Sudan. The first statistic data from the NCR                    6     for the capital of 

Sudan (Khartoum State, [Figure (2-8)] for the period 2009-2010 indicate that breast cancer is 

the most commonly cancer in women with an incidence rate of                  , [Figure 

(2-9)] (Intisar et al., 2014) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure (2-8): Sudan States population distribution. (NCR: 2009-2010).             

(Intisar et al., 2014) 
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A descriptive study (Elgili et al., 2010) focused on the type, stage and age distribution of 

breast cancer in women living in central Sudan including al Gezira, Blue Nile, White Nile, 

and Sennar States. This study was conducted on      women by the Institute of Nuclear 

Medicine, Molecular, Biology and Oncology, from 1999 to 2006. Results showed that  4  

of the women were less than age              or premenopausal, the most common 

pathology was invasive ductal carcinoma     . The majority of women presented stage III 

or higher stages tumors that had already metastasized, while ductal carcinoma in situ was the 

least prevalent      , [Figure (2-10)]. 

The variation and clinical significance of hormone receptors, estrogen (ER), progesterone 

receptors (PR), and human epidermal growth factor receptors-2 (HER2) varies from region to 

region. To evaluate the ER, PR, and HER2 biomarkers, a study were conducted in North-

eastern Africa (Sudan and Eritrea) (Sengal et al., 2017). Data were assessed in consecutive 

female who had been diagnosed with invasive breast cancer from 2011 to 2015 in Gezira 

University Pathology Laboratory (Sudan) and National Health Laboratory (Eritrea). The 

study included 6   women, a total of  6  Sudanese cases, and   6 Eritrean women. Results 

Figure (2-9): Most common cancer by gender in Khartoum, Sudan, (NCR: 2009-2010). 

(Intisar et al., 2014) 
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found that more than  4  of women with breast cancer were ER negative and 6   were PR 

negative. These percentages are remarkably lower  than percentage reported from studies 

coming from West Africa, Tunisia, and Uganda, but much higher than the ones reported for 

Egypt, Ethiopia, South Africa and Caucasian women in the west.  Also, younger women 

                 are more likely to develop ER negative breast cancer     

                                  than older and poorly differentiated (         ) 

tumors are more strongly associated with ER negative breast cancer than             

                             . 
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Figure (2-10): Breast cancer in central Sudan (N=1255), according to age distribution,              

stages, and stage by residency. (Elgili et al., 2010) 
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2.2.9. Breast cancer management and prevention  

In developed countries, women with breast cancer are diagnosed at an early stage because 

of disease because of established screening and awareness programs, while women in Africa 

are diagnosed at later stages. Most often they require radical mastectomy to control the 

disease. Mastectomy rate is     in Europe, while it increases to     in Africa (Bhikoo et 

al., 2011).  

For breast cancer management, a recent study published in (Vanderpuye et al., 2017) was 

devoted to research papers related to breast cancer in Africa from 1999 to 2016. This work 

was based on searches using electronic databases (PubMed, Medline, and Journal online). 

Among      articles, the majority publications originated from North and West 

Africa 6   , East Africa     , Central and South Africa     . Comparing with 

developing countries, Africa showed a slow progression of improved outcomes for breast 

cancer due to the inadequacy of health care infrastructure, poverty, limited expenditure of 

health budget on cancer, late diagnosis, lack of continued educations and awareness program. 

This study recommended the creation of an African alliance to improve breast cancer care.  

Education is a very important factor of breast cancer prevention, and study in (Okobia et 

al., 2006) showed that participants with higher education were   6       more likely to 

practice Breast Self-Examination (BSE) program than women with lower education levels.  

Socio- economic issues are also important, so that all women can access to medical care from 

screening to advanced treatment (Tao et al., 2015). 

 

2.2.10. Breast cancer detection modalities  

In complement to palpation, many imaging techniques can be used to diagnose breast 

cancer as early as possible. Although mammography is the gold screening modality for breast 

cancer detection (Berry et al., 2005) , but there is another commonly used breast cancer 

detection modalities as, breast ultrasound (US), computed tomography (CT-scan), magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI), breast thermography, optical imaging, positron emission 

tomography (PET), scintimammography, and electrical impedance based imaging.  
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Breast ultrasound 

Ultrasound is a safe and widely available method for breast imaging, is used to detect 

breast cancer and the location of suspicious lesion. Ultrasound imaging based on the 

application of sound waves, the ultrasound transducer directs high frequency sound waves 

into the breast tissue and detects the reflected sound waves, and reflected echoes forwarded 

as electronic signal to a computer system that finally generate the 2D image (Ziskin, 

1993Advancement in US technology includes 3D breast US that transduces the sound wave 

into 3D images (Leproux et al., 2010). Automated whole-breast ultrasound (AWBU) 

approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2009 is a potential option for 

providing breast US screening on a widespread basis (Kaplan, 2014). Doppler US (Cura et 

al., 2005), and elastography (Raza et al., 2010) are especial tools that may be available on US 

machine.   

 

CT- scan 

A CT scan is an X-ray technique, which gives information of internal organs by capturing 

image slices of the examined body parts. To increase the contrast of CT images, iodinated 

contrast media is injected. The injected media enhances the visualization of tumors (Sree et 

al., 2011).  

 

Magnetic resonance imaging 

Breast MRI is a widely used imaging modality for the early detection of breast cancer. 

Moreover, it is used for screening young women with known increased risk of breast cancer 

due to gene mutations. MRI uses a combination of a magnetic field and radio waves to 

change the alignment of hydrogen nuclei which is abundant in water and fat, in order to 

create high contrast images of the breast. MRI has better resolution and less operator 

dependence than ultrasound, but MRI has high cost than mammogram and ultrasound 

(Elmore et al., 2005).  
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Positron emission tomography 

Positron emission tomography considers as one of a nuclear medicine technique. Nuclear 

imaging produces functional images based on molecular properties; this technique shows 

promise in detecting breast cancer especially in high risk patients (Nover et al., 2009). PET 

uses glucose metabolism to detect cancer. Although many types of PET radiotracers have 

been developed, 
18

F-fluorodeoxyglucose (
18

F-FDG) is the most widely used and the only 

FDA approved PET tracer. FDA approved PET radiotracer (Schuster, 2015).   

 

Scintimammography 

Scintimammography is a nuclear medicine imaging technique uses a radioisotope to 

visualize lesions of the breast; it is suitable for dense breast, breast with implants, large and 

palpable abnormalities, and recommended when multiple tumors are suspected (Munshi, 

2008). 

  

Breast thermography 

Breast thermography is a non-invasive, painless, with no radiation involved, low cost. 

Thermography is a sensitive screening tool because it is able to diagnose breast cancer at 

least ten years in advance (Sree et al., 2011). Thermography technique is based on the 

principle that cancerous and pre-cancerous tissues have a higher metabolic rate resulting in 

growth of new blood vessels supplying nutritious to the fast growing cancer cells (EYK, 

2009).  

 

Optical imaging 

An optical imaging technique based on the optical properties variation between the 

normal and diseased tissues. Optical imaging provides a functional imaging approach with 

decent spatial resolution and contrast (Godavarty et al., 2015). It uses near-infrared light as a 

continuous-wave, frequency, or pulse signals. Optical imaging has been utilized in detecting 

the abnormal tissue, and distinguishing between benign and malignant tumors (Erickson et 

al., 2011) 
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Electrical impedance based imaging 

This technique based on the tissue impedance to the flow of electric current, studies have 

shown that malignant tumors have lower electrical impedance than surrounding normal 

tissues. Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) and electrical impedance mapping (EIM) are 

the two types of electrical impedance based imaging techniques (Zou et al., 2003). 

 

2.3. X-ray mammography 

X-ray mammography is a specific imaging system that uses a low dose X-ray system for 

the examination of the breast. Mammography is considered as the best available method for 

the early detection of breast cancer, particularly in the case of small or non-palpable lesions. 

The first peer-reviewed paper of use mammography to diagnose breast cancer was written by 

Egan in 1960 (Egan, 1960) and he reported results in imaging the breasts of      patients. In 

1964, Wolfe obtained a used xeroradiography system and started to experiments of breast 

imaging, Wolfe made the first presentation at the Fifth Mammography Conference at Emory 

University, Atlanta, in 1966   (Kalaf, 2014). In 1980 a large number of clinical researches 

published on screening mammography performance, including reports of the American 

College of Radiology Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) program. 

These researches led to the program initiated by the American college of Radiology (ACR), 

which proposed the Mammography Quality Standards Act in 1992(Burnside, 2009) .   

 

2.3.1. Conventional mammography equipment 

Mammography is uses low amplitude and high current X-rays. X-ray is an 

electromagnetic radiation with high energy, wavelength in the range of                 

corresponding to frequencies between      and      , these characteristics allow their 

penetration in objects and bodies (Bronzino, 2000).   

Mammography unit consists of an X-ray tube and an image receptor mounted on opposite 

sides of a mechanical assembly. For different views, the assembly can be rotated about a 

horizontal axis, and assembly elevation can be adjusted for different heights of patients, as 

shown in [Figure (2-11)]. 
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From the X-ray tube, the radiation passes through a metallic spectral shaping filter, a 

beam that define aperture and a plastic plate, which compresses the breast on to the breast 

support platform. X-rays transmitted through the breast and the breast support is incident on 

an anti-scatter grid, then on the image receptor, where they interact and deposit most of their 

energy locally. In screen film and cassette based digital mammography systems, a fraction of 

the X-rays passes through the receptor without interaction and these impinge upon the 

sensors of the automatic exposure control (AEC) mechanism of the mammography unit, any 

remaining primary X-rays being attenuated by a primary beam stop (Webster, 2006).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

2.3.2. Screening and diagnostic mammography 

There are two types of mammographic examination, screening and diagnostic 

mammography.  Screening mammography refers to examination of asymptomatic women to 

detect clinical breast cancer; it is applied to a large mass of women while the diagnostic 

mammography is applied to an individual patient who has symptoms or abnormal findings. 

Screening mammographic examinations should be performed annually on women with 

genetic mutations or significant family history of breast cancer. The recommended age of 

mass screening in the United States is 40 (Lee et al., 2010), it is between 40 and 50 in 

 

Figure (2-11): Schematic of a mammography unit, (Bronzino, 2000) 
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Europe. Diagnostic mammography is generally performed using multi views images, at 

different magnification levels and with varying compression techniques, and includes online 

review of the images and physical examination (Barlow et al., 2002).  

 

2.3.3. Full-field digital mammography and screen-film mammography 

Full-field digital mammography (FFDM) and screen-film mammography (SFM) are the 

currently two available technologies for breast cancer screening. In January 2000, FFDM 

received FDA approval for screening and diagnosis of breast cancer for the same clinical 

indications as film based mammography (Gold et al., 2012). FFDM is based on digital 

detectors instead of X-ray films to improve some of the inherent weaknesses of SFM, such as 

the lake of contrast. Several researches were conducted to compare radiologists‘ 

interpretation on FFDMs and SFMs, globally there was no significant difference between 

FFDM and SFM neither in the detection nor in the classification of the breast cancer, 

however, FFDM is more accurate in women with dense breasts (Lewin et al., 2001) (Lewin et 

al., 2002) (Pisano et al., 2005) (Souza et al., 2013). 

 

2.3.4. Types of views 

Breast positioning is critical, improper positioning may lead to exclusion of parts of 

breast from the field of view, so risking the non-detection of a cancer. To reduce the impact 

of the breast thickness during imaging procedure, the breast is compressed. This ensures 

better penetration, reduction of scatter, and reduction of motion artifacts. Routine evaluation 

includes two views of each breast, a craniocaudal (CC) view, and a medio-lateral oblique 

(MLO) view [Figure (2-12)]. In the CC projection, compression is applied from the top of the 

breast toward the caudal surface, and in the MLO projection, a compression is applied 

sidewise from the center of chest wall toward the outer surface of the breast position at an 

angle varying between4      6         . The high (bright) values in the image represent 

high absorption of X-rays and the low (dark) values represent low absorption of X-rays 

(Bushberg et al., 2002). 
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2.3.5. Mammogram image quality 

The image formation depends on the structures densities that are penetrated with the X-

rays, since their absorption depends on the structures densities. Mammography provides an 

excellent spatial resolution                and good contrast sensitivity to allow visibility 

of breast abnormalities (Karssemeijer et al., 1993). The latitude of the image must be 

adequate to record information over a wide range of intensities, suitable to thin regions near 

the skin as well as to thicker regions near the chest wall. Because the breast is one of the 

more radiosensitive regions in the body, the breast examination done with low radiation dose 

is compatible with the required image quality. The total dose for a screening mammogram 

with two views of each breast is about         for FFDM digital and 4       for SFM 

(Hendrick, 2010). A comparative study (Beldalli et al., 2010), examined the dose impact of 

breast screening using different FFDM models: Philips MicroDose Essential, GE Senographe 

Essential and Hologic Selenia systems. The study found that the Philips mammography 

system has the lowest average dose         , average doses were   4       and   4     

for GE Senographe and Hologic Selenia respectively.    

The quality of image processing is important for all of radiography but is critical for 

mammography. The quality of the images relies on the design and performance of the 

radiographic unit, image receptor and to the current use of that equipment to acquire the 

mammogram (Kundel and Revesz, 1976). The most effective method for evaluating the 

relation between physical properties and image quality is the receiver operating curve (ROC) 

methodology (Birdwell et al., 2001).    

 

 

Figure (2-12): Mammography standard views, MLO view and CC-view (from 

left to right), (Moreira et al., 2012) 
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2.3.5.1. Contrast in X-ray mammogram  

Image contrast is the difference in display signal between the object of interest and its 

surround and is a product of two components, equation (2-1): 

                               ×                   (2-1) 

 Display contrast is a function of the display, for conventional screen film is film density, 

while in digital images; the display contrast adjusts so that the anatomy of interest spans the 

desired video-monitor gray-scale range.  

Subject contrast is commonly defined as in equation (2-2):  

                          ⁄                       (2-2) 

where   the transmitted X-ray intensity is associated with the object of interest and   is 

transmitted intensity of its adjacent surrounding.  

                          ⁄               (2-3) 

                      ⁄        (2-4) 

where   is the primary intensity of the surround and    is the difference in primary 

intensity between the object and its surround. That is              

 

2.3.5.2. Physical factors affecting mammogram quality 

Many Physical factors affect the contrast of the mammographic images, including scatter 

radiation, attenuation, noise, and compression of the breast.  

 

1. Scattered radiation:  Scatter radiation degrades the image contrast of mammogram. Scatter 

acts as a slowly varying background or out-of-focus radiation level superimposed on the 

image (Yaffe, 1990). When scattered radiations     reach the image receptor, they contribute 

to additional intensity in the points of the image. When scatter radiation are taken into 

account,                 , then equation (2-2) becomes: 

                                  ⁄   (2-5) 
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                   ⁄⁄     (2-6) 

          ⁄                 (2-7) 

where     is known as the scatter degradation factor. Numerically, the factor takes on value 

from one (no scatter) to zero (infinite scatter).  

Grids are used to reduce the scattered radiations, thus the image obtained with a grid 

improved its contrast when compared to an image obtained without a grid (Chen et al., 2015). 

A grid consists of an array of radiopaque foil strips separated by strips of radiolucent spacing 

material; the grid is positioned between the patient and image receptors (Sorenson et al., 

1980). 

 

2. Attenuation: as the X-ray beam passes through tissue, photons get absorbed so there is less 

energy; this is known as attenuation. Variations in tissue composition give rise to differences 

in attenuation, which in turn give rise to variations in image contrast.   

The formation of contrast in the X-ray beam transmitted through tissue occurs as a result 

of differential attenuation along different rays in the beam. The local transmission of an X-

ray,    passing a distance    through an object with a linear attenuation coefficient   is given 

by: 

     
                                (2-8) 

 

where     is the incident intensity. 

If scatter is disregarded, the ratio of two transmissions X-rays (       passing through an 

identical thickness      of surrounding tissue, with a linear attenuations (       respectively) 

is given by: 

 

                  ⁄      (2-9) 

where             describes the scatter-free contrast in the transmitted X-ray beam. 

So, contrast relies on the object thickness and the difference between the two attenuation 

coefficients (   and    . 
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3. Noise: is the result from statistical fluctuations of the whole acquisition process (going from 

the X-ray tube to the receptors). The contrast-to-noise ratio CNR is the key determinant of the 

visibility of a given lesion (Huda and Abrahams, 2015). Improving the image quality requires 

the CNR to be increased; this can be achieved either by increasing the contrast or reducing 

the amount of noise. Quantum noise can be reduced by increasing the number of X-ray 

photons used to make the image at the cost of increased radiation, and using image receptors 

with high quantum efficiency (Yaffe et al., 2009).  

 

4. Compression: compression of the breast to a uniform thickness has an important influence 

on both radiation exposure and image quality. Firm compression spreads out the anatomic 

structures, minimizing the superposition of shadows, reducing scatter radiations and thereby 

improving the image quality (Holland et al., 2017). Contrast is improved when dealing with a 

―thinner‖ breast due to reduced scattering. A comparison study (Helvie et al., 1994) 

conducted on     paired MLO-view and CC-view mammograms, to compare the thickness 

of the compressed breast between MLO and CC mammograms and to relate these differences 

in thickness to image quality and radiation dose. Results found the mean thickness of the 

compressed breast on the CC view was less than the mean thickness on the MLO view 

 4 4 versus 4       despite the greater force used to compress the breast for MLO than for 

CC views             6        . A    and      loss of contrast was noted when a 

4 4    was compared to 4      thick breast. Mean glandular dose at 4 4 and 4      was   4 

and     respectively. The study concluded that, although the compressed breast is    thicker 

on MLO than on CC mammograms but this difference results in loss of spatial and contrast 

resolution, these image quality differences may explain the better visualization of carcinoma 

on the CC-view than in MLO view.   

 

2.3.6. Digital image and texture in mammography 

Mammogram image is a gray-scale image. The background of the mammogram image is 

black (low values), and the breast will display grays and whites (higher values). The variation 

of gray levels is due to various X-ray attenuation that occurs according to tissue type, [Figure 

(2-13)]. The darker areas correspond to fatty tissue; the lighter areas to denser tissue which 

can contain ducts, lobes, and other structures. Light areas of mammogram reveal glandular 

breast tissue or breast tumor (Bassett and Gold, 1987).   
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Image texture can be defined as the spatial variation of gray-level pixels intensities, at a 

local scale. Texture is considered as an important characteristic that can be used for the 

analysis of radiological images. The spatial arrangement of the differing intensities within a 

particular region of an image may be more or less regular, random, linear, structural or 

probabilistic dependency of one upon another (Nailon, 2010).  

In mammography the radiologist evaluate image texture within an area of the image by 

looking at the fine details and the overall spatial organization of these details. Any changes in 

either the linear or coalescent densities permit the radiologist to differentiate between normal 

and abnormal areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3.7. Texture of normal /abnormal mammogram  

As abnormal mammogram images have certain signs and characteristic for evaluation, the 

normal mammograms have different appearance.  

 

2.3.7.1. Normal mammogram 

The shadows in the mammograms that appear as diffuse amorphous clouds of density 

with indistinct borders are caused by glandular tissue in the breast; these clouds raise the 

Figure (2-13): Attenuation of breast tissue as a function of energy, (Yaffe, 1994) 
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local average brightness of image. [Figure (2-14)] shows normal mammograms from three 

types of tissue density.  In general, two observations can be made of normal mammograms 

(Evans et al., 2003); 

 Unequivocally normal areas have lower overall density, with no spikes, spots or large 

bright areas. 

 Normal areas have linear markings which represent the shadows of ducts and 

connective tissue elements  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3.7.2.  Abnormal mammogram 

There are two types of breast cancer tumors, one of them are non-cancerous or ‗benign‘, 

the others are cancerous or ‗malignant‘. Benign tumor cells grow only locally cannot spread 

by invasion or metastasis and are often surrounded by a protective ‗sac‘ that segregates it 

from the rest of body enable it to easily remove. Malignant cells invade neighboring tissues, 

enter blood vessels and metastasize to different sites. However, differentiating between 

benign and malignant finding in mammogram images is difficult (Wedegartner et al., 2001). 

Many different signs indicate for mammographic abnormalities which may benign or 

malignant. Among these signs are the presence of micro-calcifications, speculated lesions, 

circumscribed (well-defined) masses, ill-defined (irregular) masses, architectural distortions 

and asymmetry. The following paragraphs provide a brief description of these abnormalities. 

 

 

Figure (2-14): Normal Mammograms for different tissue types: fatty, glandular and 

dense (from left to right), (MIAS database) 
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1. Calcification: is a tiny calcium deposit that has accumulated in the breast .tissue and 

it appears as small bright spots on the mammogram. A cluster is defined to be at least 

       micro-calcifications within a (     ) region. The calcifications vary in size 

from              in diameter. Calcifications can be categorized into benign, 

intermediate and malignant types (Nalawade, 2009) according to their morphology 

and distribution as in [Figure (2-15)]. [Figure (2-16)] show example of variety shapes 

of calcifications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure (2-16): Example of different shapes of micro-calcifications, (extracted from 

DDSM database) 

 
Figure (2-15) : Morphology of calcifications, (Lawrence et al., 2003) 
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2. Masses: appear as dense regions of different sizes and properties. Generally there is a 

circumscribed mass, which is circular in shape and has a distinct border. More 

difficult to detect are ill-defined masses which have an irregular shape and less 

distinctive border. The most significant features that differentiate between benign and 

malignant masses are its shape and margins (Elston and Ellis, 1991). [Figure (2-17)] 

shows different shapes and margins for masses. [Figure (2-18)] shows example of 

masses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Architectural distortion is defined by the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data 

System (BI-RADS) as an appearance in which the normal architecture of the breast is 

distorted with no definite mass visible. Architectural distortion representing nearly 

 
Figure (2-17): Various well-known masses (a) shapes (b) margins; (Surendiran and 

Vadivel, 2012) 

 

Figure (2-18): Masses examples; (circumscribed shape, lobular shape, ill-

defined margin, and irregular shape) respectively, (Lawrence et al., 2003) 
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6  of abnormalities detected on screening mammography and it is difficult to 

diagnose because it can be subtle and variable in presentation (Gaur et al., 2013). 

 

4. A spiculated lesion is defined as a mass or an architectural distortion characterized 

by thin lines radiating from its margin. Spiculated lesions has a star shape with 

blurred borders, Star shaped caused by radially oriented spicules extending from the 

tumor center into the surrounding breast tissue, [Figure (2-19)].  The density of the 

tumor center and the radiating structure are important factor for spiculated lesion 

analyzing (Franquet et al., 1993). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. An asymmetry: means there is more tissue, or white stuff on the mammogram in one 

area than on the opposite side. Symmetry is a mammographic abnormality visible on 

at least two different mammographic projections, the observations of asymmetry 

taken by comparing the mammogram with previous examinations (Price et al., 2015). 

 

 

2.3.8. Standardized mammography report 

The Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data system (BIRADS) was published by the 

American College of Radiology (ACR). It relies on a quality assurance tool designed for 

mammography and aims at defining accurate breast imaging reporting to reduce confusion in 

 

Figure (2-19): Spiculated lesion example, (Sampat et al. , 2008) 
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breast imaging interpretations. It contains a lexicon to standardize terminology for 

mammography, breast US and breast MRI (Bassett et al., 2003).  

Standardized Mammography report should include the reasons for breast examination, 

breast tissue composition, a description of mammographic findings using a standardized 

lexicon [Table (2- 3)] (D‘Orsi et al., 2013), and a final assessment with a management 

recommendation, as it is detailed below:  

1. Breast composition: In the BI-RADS edition of 2003, the assignment of the 

breast composition was based on the overall density of fibro-glandular tissue 

resulting in four categories: category 1 (     fibroglandular tissue), category 2 

        , category 3         , and category 4 (    ). In 2013, BI-

RADS discouraged the use of percentage; assignment of the breast composition is 

changed into a, b, c, and d-categories 

2. Important findings: The part of the report should describe any significant finding 

using standardized terminology. Masses and micro-calcifications are the most 

common morphological descriptors. Descriptors may have associated features as skin 

retraction, nipple retraction, and skin thickness.  

3. Final assessment category: Standardized report should concludes with one of the six 

assessment categories (BI-RADS categories 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) [Table (2-4)] (D‘Orsi 

et al., 2013). An incomplete (category 0) assessment is usually given for screening 

examinations when additional imaging evaluation is recommended before it is 

appropriate to render a final assessment.  The Mammography Quality Standards Act 

(MQSA) requires that the assessment category be included in the mammography 

report.  
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Table (2-3): Standardized mammogram lexicon, (BIRADS Atlas, 5
th

 ed.)  
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The Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) standard allows different 

structured reporting (SR), called SR templates. There are different DICOM working groups 

specialties for different (SR), DICOM Working Group 15 provides template for 

mammography in supplement 50, Likewise, DICOM breast imaging templates (DICOM 

Supplement 79) link the breast imaging report with BIRADS findings within the impression 

section of the structure report (Hussein et al., 2004). 

 The two following DICOM reports are illustrations of encoding mammography 

procedure based on Breast Imaging Report; the first one is for the screening procedure 

[Figure(2-20)], the second one for diagnostic procedure [Figure(2-21)].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (2-4): BIRADS assessment (BIRADS Atlas, 5
th

 ed) 

Figure (2-20): Report sample of mammogram with negative findings, 

(DICOM Standards Committee, 2004) 
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2.3.9. Emerging technologies in mammography  

When compared with conventional X-ray mammography, exam sensitivity can be 

improved with the digital computer assisted techniques as digital tomosynthesis, 

mammography with synchrotron radiation, Phase contrast mammography, stereoscopic 

mammography, and computed tomography laser mammography (Gur et al., 2009). 

Digital breast tomosynthesis is a mammography based technique, Tomosynthesis 

acquisition involves acquiring multiple image of a stationary compressed breast at different 

angles during short scan it permits to study single slice of the breast without tissue 

overlapping, and this technique is useful in dense breast and fits the current mammographic 

system easily (Baker et al., 2011). In 2012, tomosynthesis obtained the FDA approval for 

commercial system (Kopans, 2014).  

 

Figure (2-21): Report sample of mammogram with positive findings, (DICOM 

Standards Committee, 2004) 
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Mammography with synchrotron radiation is an innovative X-ray imaging technique. 

Synchrotrons generate X-ray beams that are practically monochromatic, tunable, laminar, and 

have sufficient spatial coherence. It exhibits high resolution and contrast, depicting structures 

and details missed by conventional mammography (Castelli et al., 2011).   

Phase-contrast mammography is an X-ray based technology that has been shown to 

provide enhanced soft tissue contrast and improved visualization of cancerous structures. The 

X-ray energies used in this modality are typically low          , at these energies, small 

differences in the reactive index have a higher impact on the phase than on the absorption, 

this lead to improve the contrast of the image (Auweter et al., 2014).   

Stereoscopic mammography is providing direct in depth views of the internal structure of 

the breast and increases the screening accuracy. The lesion seen as separate from normal 

tissue, aligned with it but at different depth in the breast volume. Stereoscopic mammography 

provides more accurate diagnosis particularly for micro-calcifications and architectural 

distortion (D‘Orsi et al., 2013).   

Computed tomography laser mammography (CTLM) is a supplementary method of the 

basic examination, which is used for visualization of vascular structures for both 

physiological blood vessels and neovascularization. CTLM uses laser beam of the 

wavelength equal to 808 nanometers, which is absorbed in blood pigments of blood vessels 

and is able to display their distribution. CTLM use for breast disease diagnosis and is able to 

distinguish malignant tumor and benign lesion (Bilkova et al., 2010).  

The combination of multimodal imaging techniques could provide a more accurate 

analysis and an early diagnosis of breast cancer.  There are strong recommendations for 

developing a full breast 3D ultrasound system and digital mammography system, in which 

the ultrasound scanning will be performed in the same compression as the digital 

mammogram so that the lesions can be easily correlated geometrically (Carson et al., 2004).  

 

2.4. CAD for mammography 

Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) for a mammography represents a set of methods that 

are used for the detection and the characterization of cancer. The first paper dealing with the 

interest of computer-aided methods in mammography was published in 1967 (Winsberg et 
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al., 1967).  Although this paper reported that computer analysis could play a role in early 

detection of mammographic abnormalities, but these early attempts were not sufficiently 

successful due to limited computing power (Doi, 2007). The improvement of computing 

power and of computer vision techniques leads to CAD improvement.  In 1995, at the 

University of Chicago, a CAD system was first introduced in clinical practice for analyzing 

masses and calcifications (Giger et al., 2008).  

CAD systems have become important tools to assist radiologists in the mammographic 

interpretation process (Hadjiiski et al., 2006). There are two types of CAD systems: the first 

type of systems is computer-aided detection (CADe) methods, which improve radiologists‘ 

accuracy in the detection of breast cancer. The second type of CAD systems is computer-

aided diagnosis (CADx) methods, which classify some detected suspicious regions into 

malignant or benign categories to help the radiologists and clinicians define patient 

management.  

CAD systems have been developed for SFMs and FFDMs. Studies conducted to compare 

the performances between the CAD systems for FFDMs and for SFMs (Wei et al., 2007) (Ge 

et al., 2007). However, CAD system based on FFDMs provide the gains of having higher 

signal to noise ratio (SNR), wide dynamic range, and higher contrast sensitivity than SFMs.  

Once CAD has proposed an assessment, radiologists have to further scrutinize the 

mammograms, especially the region, which has been detected by the CAD system and finally 

check whether the ROIs containing the CAD detected anomaly are pathological lesions or 

benign lesion or normal area.  

Indeed, CAD systems are intended to assist radiologists but not to replace them; the 

radiologists should be the final judges in determining the final assessment (Muralidhar et al., 

2008). [Figure (2-22)]. Also, there is a clear benefit to the use of CAD by less experienced 

radiologists (Dromain et al., 2013).   

The overall scheme of CAD systems generally consisted of several steps. The breast 

region boundaries are first segmented from the mammogram, the mammogram can be 

preprocessed to enhance the suspicious regions. Suspicious regions are then segmented from 

the breast image based on their gray level contrast, gradient orientation, or shape information. 

Features descriptors are then extracted from the segmented objects. Finally a classification 
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step is applied, using either rule-based classifier, linear, nonlinear, or neural network 

classifiers (Giger et al., 2008).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.1. CAD performance  

As CAD systems mark some ROIs on images, as being potential anomalies; some marked 

locations are true positives while others are false positives. Many studies conducted to 

evaluate the impact of CAD systems on the performance of radiologists. Few studies 

concluded, the using of CAD systems had no statistically significant effect on radiologists‘ 

performance (Fenton et al., 2007) (Biggelaar et al., 2010). But, many studies (Luo et al., 

2005), (Gilbert et al., 2006), (Bolivar et al., 2010), (Scaranelo et al., 2010) (Giger, 2000) 

(Birdwell et al., 2001) demonstrated that radiologists obtained a statistically significant 

improvement in performance when they used the CAD versus when they did not; thereby 

CAD helped them decide whether women need a biopsy, and so reduce the number of 

unnecessary biopsies.. Currently most CAD systems are calibrated in order to detect more 

false positive cases than false negative cases in order not to miss some lesions.    

 

 Figure (2-22): Schematic diagram of CAD for mammogram 

interpretation, (Giger et al., 2008) 
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For CADe systems evaluation, the free-response operating characteristic (FROC) curve 

employed in assessing performance of detection algorithm (Wei et al., 2011), while CADx 

systems are evaluated using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis 

method (Wagner et al., 1998).   

In the ROC model the observer assigns a single rating to each image, and the location of 

the perceived abnormality. The ROC curve is created by plotting the true-positive rate 

              (2-10) against the                                      (2-11). In the 

FROC model, the observer is mark and rates any suspicious region in the image. The FROC 

curve is created by plotting the            , versus the number of 

                               (2-12) for different thresholds of detection 

(Chakraborty, 2013). Most CAD systems report good sensitivity but high false positive rates. 

Sensitivity generally decreases as the recall rate and false positive rate decreases (Yankaskas 

et al., 2001). Recall rate was defined as the percentage of screening studies for which further 

workup was recommended by the radiologist.  

            
                        

                                                     
         (2-10) 

              
                        

                                                     
         (2-11) 

                        
                              

                      
            (2-12) 

 

In 1990, a group of researchers, reported the first observer study showing the improved of 

radiologist‘s performance when using CAD in detection of micro-calcifications [Figure (2-

23)] (Chan et al., 1990).  CAD systems have in generally good reliability especially for the 

detection of micro-calcifications and masses. Detection scores of     for micro-

calcifications (Burhenne et al., 2000) and from     to     for masses (Houssami et al., 

2009).  
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2.4.2. Commercial CAD for mammography 

At present, commercial mammographic CAD systems are being widely used in medical 

centers; nevertheless, their performances very often used as reference to private databases 

(Cascio et al., 2014). Many reports have been published on the usage of some of the 

commercial systems in clinical practice (Birdwell et al., 2005) (Morton et al., 2006). The 

results showed that the cancer detection rate increased with an escorted increase in the recall 

rate. Some big companies such as Siemens, Hewlett Packard, General Electric (GE), Sterling 

Diagnostic Imaging, and Hologic rushed to develop CAD systems in mammography.  

The first commercial CAD system for the detection of breast cancer in mammography, 

ImageChecker, was developed by R2 Technology. It was based on the licensing of CAD 

technologies from the University of Chicago, and the first FDA approval of a CAD system 

for clinical use was obtained in 1998 (Li and Nishikawa, 2015). 

A study was conducted to test the ability of this CAD (R2 Technology, version 2.0) to 

detect cancers, which were missed at screening due to the density of breast tissue or to 

Figure (2-23): ROC curve illustrating statistically significant improvement in 

radiologists‘ detection of microcalcification cluster when CAD is used. Level 1 

corresponds to use of CAD having a performance level of     true-positive rate and 

an average of four false-positive clusters per image. Level 2 corresponds to use of 

CAD having a performance level of 87% true-positive rate and a simulated average 

false-positive cluster rate of one false-positive cluster per image (Chan et al., 1990) 
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distracting lesions. Considering          , CAD marked most     cancers missed at 

screening mammography; the CAD identified 86% of missed calcifications and     of 

missed masses (Birdwell et al., 2001). . 

In 2006, an outpatient imaging center was plan to purchase software for CAD to assist in 

analysis of digital mammography, the preparation of purchase leads to a comparison of 

several specifications. So, two commercial CAD systems are compared by researchers, a 

study conducted on [R2 ImageChecker (version 8.3.17) and iCAD SecondLook (version 7.2-

H)] from screening mammograms obtained with the General Electric Senographe DS unit.  

The comparison study applied on 94 mammography images, results showed no important 

differences between the two systems, either in terms of the number of false positives or in the 

placement of the markers in appropriate location. However, the R2 marked fewer false 

positive masses than iCAD system, and the iCAD marked fewer false positive calcifications 

than R2 system (Leon et al., 2009).  

 

2.4.3. Mammogram databases used in CAD system 

Mammographic databases play an important role in the development of algorithms for 

CAD systems. Moreover, public databases allow the comparison of results that were obtained 

by different studies (Antoniou et al., 2009).  

 Several databases have commonly used as tester for the performance of the proposed 

CAD algorithms. There are public, online-freely access databases as Mammographic Image 

Analysis Society (MIAS) (Suckling et al., 1994) database and Digital Database for Screening 

Mammography (DDSM) (Heath et al., 1998), MIAS and DDSM consider as the most 

commonly used databased. Besides, there are currently new projects developing 

mammographic databases as well as several old projects.  

MIAS: The MIAS is an organization of UK research groups interested in the 

mammography and has initiated a database of digital mammograms. MIAS database 

consider as the most publicly available, easily accesses, and therefore the most commonly 

used database.  Mammographic images are available via the Pilot European Image 

Processing Archive (PEIPA) at the University of Essex. In this research, we using MIAS 

database, so, further information has been presented in the later chapters.   
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DDSM: The DDSM database was published in 1998; it comes from USA and contains 

  4   studies. Each study includes two images of each breast in (CC) and (MLO) views, 

these results of     6 mammography images. Spatial resolution ranges between    

4         . Images were coded using the lossless Joint Pictures Expert Group (JPEG) 

standard. For all cases, there are plain text files with information on the type of digitizer 

and a staging of the tissue density according to ACR, appropriate information about the 

lesions types and a chain code with the localization and delineation of lesions. 

LLNL/UCSF: this database (Chandrasekhar and Attiziouzel, 1998) was created by the 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories and Radiology Department at the University 

of California at San Francisco  

Computer-Assisted Library for Mammography database (CALMa): is an Italian 

collaboration among some institutes departments and some medical centers of 

mammographic screening (Marzulli, 1999). It consists of      images with contrast 

resolution              , and      spatial resolution .Its goal is to collect a set of 

digital mammographic images and to work out a suitable CADx system (Amendolia et 

al., 2001).  

IRMA: Integrated to the Image Retrieval in Medical Applications (IRMA) project 

(Oliveira et al., 2008) contains        reference images collected from the combination 

of: MIAS, DDSM; LLNL/UCFS, and images from the Rheinisch-Westfalische 

Technische Hochschule (RWTH) Aachen. Using the IRMA code, standardized coding of 

tissue type, tumor staging, and lesion description was developed according to the ACR 

and BI-RADS.  

African-American breast cancer mammography database: this database (Ross et al., 

2008) outcome of collaboration between the Howard University Electrical and Computer 

Engineering department, the Howard University Hospital Radiology department, and the 

Georgetown University Radiology Department. This database contains       digitized 

mammography images; mammography films taken from  6  patients, all of these 

patients were diagnosed with breast cancer between 1994 and 2004 and were between the 

ages of  4 and   . Each patient having approximately    to 4         due to several 

regular screening mammograms, each exam would contain four typical views (Left-MLO, 

Right-MLO, Left-CC, and Right-CC). The digitized image size is 4  or 6   , 
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depending on the size of the mammogram films ( ×    or   ×       , respectively.). A 

viewing system, D-Viewer was developed to display the digitized mammograms. This 

viewer is coded in Microsoft Visual C#, the view system uses graphical user interface 

(GUI) and can open by DICOM. This database is accessible via announcements on the 

Howard University website and freely access for basic database, but with fees for 

advanced functions as content-based retrieval operations.   

BancoWeb: BancoWeb LAPIMO , is a Brazilian database (Matheus and Schiabel, 2011), 

it was published in 2010, and has a total of  4          from around     patients. 

Most of the mammogram images performed by women from 4  to 6           . The 

database has images of        in gray scale contrast with spatial resolutions between 

              and          6   . Statistical profiles are available, images are in 

TIFF format, and can open by DICOM. BancoWeb database is free online access, but the 

users need a registration. 

INbreast: The INbreast database (Moreira et al., 2012) has a total of           

(4         ), in which    cases are from women with both breasts (four images per 

case) and    cases are from mastectomy patients (two images per case). Images are in 

(MLO) and (CC) views. Several types of lesions were included. Accurate lesion contours 

made by specialists are also provided in XML format. Images were saved in the DICOM 

format. For each image in INbreast database, its density in ACR standard scale and the 

BI-RADS classifications is available. This database is free online access, but the users 

need a registration. 

The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA): the National Cancer Institute (NCI) contracted 

with Washington University to create the TCIA (Clark et al., 2013). TCIA is an open 

access information resource to support researches related to medical imaging of cancer. In 

the first year of operation, 2011-2012, TCIA accumulated    6  644        from 

different imaging modalities including the mammography, and from different anatomical 

sites including the breast.   

Optimam Mammography Imaging Database (OMI-DB): this database (Patel et al., 

2017) collecting images from multiple sites throughout the UK, the images extracted 

from the National Breast Screening System (NBSS). The database contains both 

processed and unprocessed mammographic images, associated data, annotations and 
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expert-determined ground truths along with computational image feature extraction. 

OMI-DB contains statistics of  4          , with 6   normal cases, 4   benign cases, 

and 4    malignant cases. The database is view by MedXViewer software application. 

Furthermore, mammography images open by DICOM. 

The National Mammography Database (NMD): the American College of Radiology‘s 

National Mammography Database (NMD) is leverages data that collected under MQSA 

federal mandate to create reports that benchmark facilities and physician performance and 

exceed the FDA‘s audit data collection requirements. In 2016, study conducted to analyze 

screening mammography data submitted to the NMD (Lee et al., 2016), results showed 

that the successful of NMD to collected and analyzed data for       4   screening 

mammograms performed between January 2008 and December 2012. Mean values for 

outcomes were cancer detection rate of   4                           , recall rate of 

                     , positive predictive values for biopsy recommended 

                  6         , and biopsy performed of      

CBIS-DDSM: Curated Breast Imaging Subset of DDSM (Lee et al., 2017), is an updated 

and standardized version of the DDSM. The CBIS-DDSM collection includes a subset of 

the DDSM data selected and curated by a trained radiologist, updated mass segmentation 

and bounding boxes, and pathologic diagnosis for training data. The images have been 

decompressed and converted to DICOM format. The database contains     calcification 

cases and     mass cases. 
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3. Review and Performance Evaluation of CAD System 

Approaches for Mammographic Image Analysis 

 

A CAD system defines software algorithms to look for abnormal patterns in mammogram 

images, such as masses. The algorithms are trained to identify abnormal patterns using data 

from a defined sample of mammogram images including normal cases and abnormal cases; 

this sample is called the training set. Once trained or optimized, the CAD device can be tested 

using new mammogram images. For these images, the selected patterns observed are 

compared to the pattern discovered in the training set and are further classified. CAD 

algorithms are not adaptive; indeed they are freeze, and they only change with new software 

revisions (Giger et al., 2008).     

Most of the CAD algorithms include a succession of preprocessing steps to overcome 

some limitations of the acquisition. Then the main step is the segmentation of the region of 

interest, it is followed by feature extraction in order to characterize previously delineated 

objects. The last step of CAD algorithms corresponds to the classification step, which is 

based on the extracted features (Sampat et al., 2005). [Figure (3-1)] illustrates the main steps 

of CAD systems.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3-1): Main stages of CAD system for breast cancer detection             

(Sharma and Khanna, 2015) 
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1.1. Preprocessing of mammogram  

Preprocessing is a very important stage. It aims at limiting the search for abnormalities on 

only breast region, in order to get rid of the effect of the background. Preprocessing 

contributes to the reduction of mammogram size, and also improves the quality of the images 

to make the feature extraction phase more reliable. 

As it will be detailed in the following subsections, numerous papers introduced different 

approaches for preprocessing mammogram images. Various methods were proposed to 

enhance mammograms (section 3.1.1), and segment the breast region in order to eliminate the 

background and pectoral muscles (section 3.1.2).   

 

1.1.1. Mammogram enhancement techniques 

Noise in mammography can be due to the capture and transmission processes. Noise is 

either Gaussian, or impulse. The impulse noise appears as light and dark pixels under a 

random spatial distribution in the image. The noise affects both the image processing and 

image visualization. Therefore, removing the noise has an important impact on the 

mammogram image processing. The Median filter is a rank-order filter and it has widely used 

in digital image processing. Its noise reducing effects depend on the size and shape of the 

filtering mask; and its algorithmic complexity mainly depends on how to get the median 

value (Zhu and Huang, 2012). Compared to linear filters, median filters are well adapted to 

remove impulsive noise, while both types of filters can reduce Gaussian noise.  

Image enhancement can improve the quality of mammogram image for accurate 

diagnosis. Image enhancement include techniques such as contrast and intensity 

manipulation, noise reduction, background removal, edge sharpening and filtering.  However, 

some image enhancement techniques lead to misdiagnosis due to under-enhancement which 

can cause false negative or over-enhancement which can cause false positive (Cheng et al., 

2003).  Most common enhancement techniques applied to mammograms are the following:  

 

1.1.1.1.Histogram modeling 

Histogram modeling techniques modifying the dynamic range, and contrast of an image 

by altering the histogram of the image. A histogram of an image is the intensity distribution 
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of pixels in the image, or the probability of occurrence of a specific gray-level in the image. 

The histogram of a digital image with gray levels in the range         corresponds to a 

discrete function: 

                                              (3-1) 

where    is the     gray level and     is the number of pixels having gray level   , a 

normalized histogram (Rafael and Gonzalez, 2002) is expressed in the term of probability of 

occurrence of gray-level as : 

                    
  

 
                     (3-2) 

where   is the total number of pixels and               

There are different enhancement methods based on histogram modeling, such as: 

histogram equalization, adaptive histogram equalization, contrast limited adaptive histogram 

equalization 

 

Histogram equalization (HE) 

Is a method of contrast adjustment using the image‘s histogram. HE used to redistribute 

the intensity values of pixels via replace every pixel by integral of the histogram of the image 

in that pixel (Ponraj et al., 2011) so as to obtain a histogram as uniform as possible. From 

equations (3-1) and (3-2), HE transformation function     is given by (3-3). This technique 

was used in (Langarizadeh et al., 2011).  

  ∑  (  )   ∑
  

 

 
   

 
       (3-3) 

 

where               and      corresponds to the probability of occurrence of gray 

level    in the image. 
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Adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) 

In this technique, the peak of the histogram stretch through the intensity levels (Pizer et 

al., 1987). In the AHE each pixel is modified based on the pixels that are in a region 

surrounding that pixel. This region is called ‗contextual region‘. Unlike the HE method, the 

AHE computes several histograms from distinct section of the image, and uses them to 

reassign the lightness values of the image. AHE has been shown to enhance contrast in 

mammogram images, which in general have a large global dynamic range, but small local 

feature gray-level variations (Zimmerman et al., 1988).   

 

Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) 

This technique was initially implemented for enhancing biomedical images as 

mammograms. The CLAHE can overcome the problem of over-enhancement which is a 

major problem of AHE (Pizer et al., 1987). CLAHE method will present in more details in 

the following chapter. However, some papers presented other enhancement techniques based 

on CLAHE method. Histogram modified contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization 

(HM-CLAHE) is proposed (Sundaram et al., 2011) to adjust the level of contrast 

enhancement, which in turn gives the resultant image a strong contrast and brings the local 

details for micro-calcifications detection, the technique tested by MIAS database. Also, for 

mammogram image enhancement, (Mohan and Ravishankar, 2013) are used CLAHE based 

on local contrast modification (LCM), the LCM-CLAHE  method used to highlight the finer 

hidden details in mammogram images as micro-calcifications and to adjust the level of 

contrast enhancement. The proposed method tested on MIAS database, the performance 

measured by peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), the experimental results show the superiority 

of the method comparing with other enhancement techniques as HE and CLAHE.     

 

1.1.1.2.Contrast stretching 

Also called normalization, aims at rescaling intensity values through the analysis of the 

image histogram so that there is a greater separation between foreground and background 

gray level distribution. A simple example of contrast stretching is a linear rescaling of the 

gray-level distribution in the image (Morrow et al., 1992), which denoted by following 

equation: 
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                                    (3-4) 

where   is the input gray-scale image,   is the output image,   and   are non-zero 

transformation parameters. Relying on the values of   and  , contrast will be increased or 

decreased.  Other typically transformation function is given by (Thangavel et al., 2005)   

  {

                                  
                          

                         
      (3-5) 

where, the parameters   and   can be obtained by examining the histogram of the original 

mammogram, the slope    , and   are chosen greater than unity in the region of stretch, and 

  is the maximum gray value of the original image. According to (Morrow et al., 1992), a 

non-linear transform function is represented in exponential form: 

                                                   (3-6) 

where    is a factor to rescale the output image to the range of the input image. This 

technique can remove the uniform background, but it is difficult to remove the noise which 

gray-level are similar to objects such as micro-calcifications (Thangavel et al., 2005). It was 

used for instance in (Langarizadeh et al., 2011). 

 

1.1.1.3.Gradient operators 

This technique aims at reducing the low frequency information and amplifying the high 

frequency details. Some usual gradient operators are defined by convolution masks, such as 

Sobel masks. Some more elaborated methods are unsharp masking. In unsharp masking, a 

blurred mammographic negative is placed in register with a positive image to obtain a 

difference image containing the details in the image, and then the final image is obtained by 

amplifying the difference image and added to the blurred positive image (Chan et al., 1998). 

Unsharp masking enhanced the sharpness of the borders of mass lesion. However, it is easy 

to create unwanted and conspicuous edge effect, so increase image noise.  According to 

(Cernadas et al., 1996), the unsharp masking can be represented by: 

                                  (3-7) 
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where    represents the source image,   is the image obtained by applying a low pass filter to 

image  , and   is an enhancement factor. If:           the effect is blurring, if:     the 

effect is sharpening the details.  In (Chan et al., 1987), an investigation study conducted, to 

study the effect of unsharp-mask filtering on the detection of micro-calcifications in digital 

mammography. Twenty normal cases and 12 cases with micro-calcifications were included.  

The performance evaluated using ROC and LROC (ROC with localization) analysis. Results 

showed that the detectability of micro-calcifications is improved by unsharp-mask filtering.  

To reduce the noise effects of conventional linear unsharp-masking method, Siddharth et al., 

(Sidharth et al., 2012) introduced a new unsharp masking algorithm using a non-linear 

enhancement function. The input image is simultaneously processed using the improved high 

pass filter which is insensitive to noise and the non-linear enhanced function; both images are 

then combined to get the final enhanced image. Results showed that the proposed algorithm 

succeed to enhance the edge of masses and suppress the background noise.   

 

1.1.1.4.Fixed neighborhood statistical enhancement (FNSE) 

This technique uses statistical properties in a pixel neighborhood to estimate the 

background, suppress it and increase local contrast. This enhancement technique presented 

(Gordon and Rangayyan, 1984) to aid diagnosis of breast cancer without requiring additional 

X-ray dose. The mammographic image is first digitized using dynamic range expansion 

procedure; a pixel operator is then applied to the image, which performs contrast 

enhancement according to a specified function. The FNSE technique has better performance 

to remove non-homogeneous background from mammogram images (Thangavel et al., 

2005).  

  

1.1.1.5.Adaptive neighborhood contrast enhancement (ANCE) 

This technique is similar to (FNSE), however, there is some adaptation of the size of the 

neighborhood to the local properties. The details can thus be enhanced while introducing 

fewer artifacts.   A preference study applied (Sivaramakrishna et al., 2000) to compare the 

performance of four enhancement techniques (gradient operators, CLAHE, ANCE, and 

wavelet-based enhancement) applied on forty mammogram images containing masses and 
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micro-calcifications. For microcalcifications, results showed that, among the different 

algorithms, the ANCE algorithm is the most preferred in 4   of the interpretations. 

 

1.1.1.6.Wavelet based enhancement 

Wavelet transform is a powerful tool for filtering images, it decomposed an image into a 

set of frequency channels, which having a constant bandwidth in a logarithmic scale (Bai and 

Liu, 2011). The wavelet transform is suitable for enhancing mammogram images as it helps 

in visualization of features without amplifying noise. This technique was used in (Yousefi, 

2015). A new enhancement method based on wavelet introduced in (Devi and Mini, 2015). 

The proposed method used stationary wavelets transform (SWT), the absolute maximum 

wavelet coefficient, and unsharp-masking. The method applied on MIAS database, the 

performance is evaluated using measures as contrast and (PSNR) and found to be used as a 

pre-processing step in CAD for all categories of mammographic images as masses, and 

calcifications.  

 

1.1.2. Pectoral muscle identification   

The pectoral muscle is a large fan shaped muscle that covers much of the front upper 

chest, and it‘s appearing in mammogram image in MLO view. The representation of the 

pectoral muscle on the MLO view is a key component in assessing the adequacy of patient 

positioning and therefore, the adequacy of the acquisition. The pectoral muscle represents a 

high density area, which can strongly affect the result of image processing. Hence, for better 

detection accuracy of abnormalities, the pectoral muscle should be first detected and 

removed. 

Several methods have been proposed to identify pectoral muscles in mammograms. Some 

researchers (Suckling et al., 1995) used a multiple linked self-organizing neural network to 

segment the pectoral muscle. However, to generate satisfactory results, this method requires a 

good training dataset. Masek (Masek et al., 2001) employed both a threshold-based algorithm 

and a straight line fitting technique to segment the pectoral muscle (Masek et al., 2001). 

Ferrari (Ferrari et al., 2004) highlighted the pectoral muscle using a set of Gabor wavelet 

filters. Ma (Ma et al., 2007) describes two segmentation methods based on adaptive pyramids 
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and minimum spanning trees. Camilus (Camilus et al., 2010) used a graph-cut based image 

segmentation method and Bezier curve smoothing. For muscle detection, a discrete time 

Markov chain and active contour model proposed in (Wang et al., 2010). In (Santle et al., 

2011) the pectoral muscle was identified based on watershed transformation.  

Although, there are many different approaches for pectoral muscle identification, till now 

the most used segmentation algorithm is based on Hough transform (Ferrari et al., 2000), 

(Weidong and Shunren., 2003) to find a straight line in the mammogram. 

 

Hough Transform  

The Hough transform (Hough, 1962) is a technique, which can be used to isolate objects 

having a particular shape within an image. For pectoral muscle segmentation, the Hough 

transform was first exploited by (Karssemeijer, 1998). There are two types of Hough 

transform, the classical one and the geometrical one. For pectoral muscle identification, we 

restrict the main focus to the classical transform. The classical Hough transform is most 

common used for detection of regular curves such as lines and circles.  

For line detection in a plane (Duda, and Hart, 1972) as it is the case for identifying the 

pectoral muscle, each input measurement (coordinate point) indicates its contribution to a 

globally consistent solution: the physical line, which gave rise to that image point. The 

conventional equation for describing a given line uses parametric definition based on the 

normal line: 

                                           (3-8) 

where   is the length of the normal from the origin to this line, and   is the angular 

orientation of the normal axis with respect to the X-axis. It occurs that for each point       

on the line,     and   constants, see [Figure (3-2)]. 

In an image analysis context, a binary edge detector can estimate the coordinates of the 

points of the edge segments         in the image. Therefore these points serve as constants in 

the parametric line equation, while   and   are the unknown variables, which have to be 

estimated are seek.  All possible      values defines by each       , in Cartesian image 

space map to curves in the polar Hough parameter space were plotted. This point-to-curve 
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transformation is the Hough transformation for straight lines. The transform is implemented 

by quantizing the Hough parameter space into finite intervals, which are called accumulator 

cells. As the algorithm runs, each         is transformed into a discretized      curve and the 

accumulator cells which lie along this curve are incremented.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

* 

 

 

 

1.2. Segmentation techniques used in mammogram 

Segmentation is an important issue in image analysis. In a segmentation process the 

regions of interest corresponding to a specific object are isolated. There are two kinds of 

segmentation in mammogram images: breast region isolation, and suspicious region isolation.  

Segmentation algorithms for gray images are generally based on two basic properties of 

image intensity values: discontinuity and similarity (Maitra et al., 2012) 

 

1.2.1. Segmentation using one single view 

Segmentation using a single view of a mammographic image relies on the principle that 

pixels inside a mass have different characteristics from the other pixels within the breast area. 

The characteristics used can be simply related to intensity values, texture measures or 

morphological features. Techniques used for the detection and segmentation of masses can be 

divided into supervised and unsupervised approach.  

 

Figure (3-2): Parametric descriptions of a straight-line for Hough 

transform 
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 Supervised segmentation: also known as model-based segmentation relies on prior 

knowledge of objects and background regions that are being segmented. Supervised 

segmentation methods also include template matching approaches, in which the training set 

contains templates or patterns of objects that can be detected (Tourassi et al., 2003). 

Numerous researchers (Constantinidis et al., 1999) (Constantinidis et al., 2000) used 

matching approach in segmentation of mammogram images, as in (Lai et al., 1989), for 

template matching step: suspicious areas are identified by thresholding the cross-correlation 

values, and a percentile method is used to determine a threshold for each film, then two tests 

are used to remove false alarms from the resulting candidates. The main limitation of model 

based segmentation methods is their reduced effectiveness in case of irregular masses with 

spiculated margins that are difficult to isolate (Marcin, 2017). 

Unsupervised segmentation: this method relies on dividing the image into areas that are 

different or uniform with regard to some a priori defined features. There are three main 

groups of unsupervised segmentation approach:  region-based methods, contour-based 

methods, and thresholding-based methods. 

 

1.2.2. Region-based segmentation methods 

Region-based segmentation relies on the principle of homogeneity; the criteria of 

homogeneity such as gray level, texture, shape, and model. The basic purpose of region based 

segmentation method is to segment an entire image R into smaller sub-images (  ), i=1, 2, 

3,…, N., which satisfy the following conditions: 

         ⋃   
 
                                      (3-9)                             

  

                             (3-10) 

when, Ri and Rj are adjacent:  

 (     )                          (3-11) 

where: P(  ) is logical predicate defined over the points in set     
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Two basic strategies of region-based methods are region growing, and split and merge 

approaches.   

 

1.2.2.1.Region growing method 

In 1976, Zucker reviewed region growing algorithms(Zucker, 1976). These methods are 

based on finding a set of seed pixels in the image, and then grow iteratively and aggregate 

with the pixels that have similar property (homogeneity criterion), [Figure (3-3)]. The key 

issue of region growing is to find a criterion that decides whether the gray level values of 

neighboring pixels are similar, within a specific deviation from the seed or current region, 

and this criterion depends on the applied enhancement method (Rangayyan et al., 1997). The 

other key issue is to find the suitable seeds; there are numerous automatic seed selection 

methods (Lee et al., 2000). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure (3-3): Region growing criteria 
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 Region growing algorithms have been widely used for the segmentation of 

mammographic mass. Huo and Giger (Huo et al., 1995) developed a semi-automatic region 

growing algorithm, by manually placing the seed points then automatically computing the 

growing region. Kupinski and Giger (Kupinski and Giger, 1998) introduced two approaches 

of region growing, the first one incorporated the Radial Gradient Index, which is a measure 

of the average proportion of gradient, which are radially directed outwards. The second 

approach is based on a probabilistic method in which the probability of belonging to one 

region is modeled by a non-Gaussian distribution; the background being modeled using a 

uniform probability. Guliato (Guliato et al., 1998) proposed a pixel based algorithm, the 

proposed algorithm preserved the transition between masses and normal tissue to segment the 

mass boundary. Petrick (Petrick et al., 1999) introduced gradient information with the 

objective to reduce merging of adjacent and overlapping structures, and select seed point by 

defining local maxima in the original image.  Zheng (Zheng et al., 2003) used an edge image 

as the starting point; the image was obtained by subtracting two filtered images using 

different Gaussian filters. Mudigonda (Mudigonda et al., 2001) used multilevel threshold to 

detect closed edges for mass segmentation. Robottino (Robottino et al., 2008) proposed a 

region growing segmentation algorithm for mass contour extraction, the algorithm starts from 

one pixel (seed) and then, expands the area around the seed to include nearby pixels falling 

within a threshold range.  

 

1.2.2.2.Split and merge method 

The split and merge technique is another classical region-based segmentation method. 

The process consists of recursively splitting the image until all the regions meet a 

homogeneity criterion. In an accompanying step, all adjacent regions satisfying a second 

homogeneity criterion are merged, [Figure (3-4)].  For mammographic mass segmentation, 

this approach has been used by (Rangayyan et al., 1997). They begin with a hand-selected 

region of interest containing a single mass.      
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1.2.3. Contour –based methods 

Image segmentation techniques based on edge detection have been introduced since 1965 

by Roberts (Roberts, 1965). Contour based methods work on finding the boundaries of the 

regions of interest. Algorithms are based on filtering the image in order to enhance edges 

prior to the detection stage (Hmida et al., 2017).  Many operators: Robert gradient, Sobel 

gradient (Viton et al., 1996), Prewitt gradient, Laplacian operator, etc. can be used to enhance 

edges. A good edge detector should satisfy three conditions (Canny, 1986). First condition is 

to minimize errors: probability of marking non-edge and losing edge pixels should be low. 

The second condition is that detected edge pixels should be as close as possible to real edges. 

The third condition is that the boundary width should be of one pixel.   

Most of the research conducted using the contour-based methods segment masses rather 

than micro-calcifications. Contour methods are able to find the boundaries, but can be 

approximate. However, active contour methods are able to integrate image pixels into smooth 

connected borders that better delineate the shape being first approximated (Marcin, 2017). 

Active contour-based methods can be classified into snake-based methods and level sets, 

Figure (3-4): Region splitting and merging criteria 
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which differ in their mathematical implementation. The boundary in snake evolves explicitly, 

while it evolves implicitly in level set.  

For segmentation of suspicious mass regions in mammograms, Petrick (Petrick et al., 

1996) introduced a dedicated algorithm for edge detection, first enhancing the image using an 

adaptive density-weighted contrast enhancement filter in combining with Laplacian-Gaussian 

edge detector. Kobatake and Yoshinaga (Kobatake and Yoshinaga, 1996) presented a contour 

based algorithm for spicules detection using first the gradient information, then the 

morphological line-skeletons are extracted in order to detect spicules, a modified Hough 

transform is finally applied to extract lines passing near the center of mass. The ROI 

corresponding to the mass is delineated from these lines.  

Yuan (Yuan et al., 2007) developed a method for mass lesion segmentation on 

mammograms using a geometric active contour model. In their method, a radial gradient 

index (RGI)-based segmentation was applied to obtain an initial contour, and then automatic 

background estimation was applied to identify the effective circumstance of the lesion, and a 

dynamic stopping criterion was implemented to terminate the contour when it reached the 

lesion boundary. Song (Song et al., 2009) developed an automatic mass segmentation 

method; the method used plane fitting and dynamic programming. First the plane fitting 

applied to a background to obtain the edge candidate points. Second, the dynamic 

programming applied to find the best contour of the mass from the edge points. Muralidhar 

(Muralidhar et al., 2001) introduced a mass classification method based on the ―snakules‖ 

segmentation method, which is an evidence-based active contour algorithm.  

 

1.2.4. Clustering methods 

Clustering methods are among the most commonly used techniques for the delineation of 

both breast masses and calcifications. Region clustering and region growing are very similar, 

but clustering does not need a starting point or some prior information, so clustering searches 

the regions directly (Cheng et al., 2006).  A variety of clustering algorithms have been 

introduced to make the segmentation more effective. Most common clustering algorithms 

applied to mammograms are the following: 
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3.2.4.1.K-means clustering 

 A traditional partition k-Means algorithms are under the group of squared error based 

clustering (MacQueen, 1967), which is characterized by easy implementation and low 

complexity. In statistics and machine learning, K-means clustering is a method which aims to 

partition image into (k) clusters in which each partition belongs to the cluster with the nearest 

mean. Let                , where each component is a d-dimensional real vector , the 

algorithm attempts to partition the (n) observations into k- sets,    {          } with 

(k<n). The basic algorithm as follows: 

1. Pick (k) cluster centers, either randomly or according to some methods as (Hamerly and 

Elkan, 2002), so as to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares, as in following: 
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                       (3-12) 

where    is the mean points in   . Given an initial set of   means   
   

   
   

     
   

 

 

2. Assign each observations in the image to the cluster, which minimizes the distance 

between the pixel and the cluster center, as: 
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(3-13) 

where each    is assigned to exactly one       

 

3. Re-compute the cluster center‘s by averaging all of the pixels in the cluster, the new mean 

is calculated as follows: 
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        (3-14) 

Repeat step 2 and step 3, until the algorithm has converged, as no pixels change clusters.  
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For mass segmentation, this algorithm has been used for instance by (Sahiner et al., 1998) 

(Li et al., 2002) (Matrins et al., 2009). An adaptive k-means clustering algorithm 

implemented for breast image segmentation for micro-calcifications detection by (Patel and 

Sinha, 2010).  

 

3.2.4.2.Fuzzy C-means clustering (FCM) 

 Is a method of clustering which allows one piece of data to belong to two or more 

clusters (Bezdek et al., 1984). FCM is popularly used for automated segmentations; it can 

provide better results than K-means and modified K-means clustering algorithms (Christ and 

Parvathi, 2011). FCM algorithm is used to find cluster center that minimize a dissimilarity 

function. K-means algorithm takes the mean of the weighted cluster, while FCM algorithm 

considers that each point has weighted value associated with cluster. However, the 

performance of k-means and FCM algorithms are based on initial choice of weights (Ramani 

et al., 2013).   

The FCM algorithm (Yang et al., 2005) attempts to: i) partition a finite collection of   

elements   {          } into a collection of c fuzzy clusters,  ii) given a finite set of data, 

the algorithm returns a list of   cluster centres    {          } and a partition matrix 

      |   |                    , where each element     tells the degree to 

which element   ,belong to cluster   .  iii) The FCM aims to minimize an objective function: 

      
 

∑ ∑    
 ‖     ‖

  
   

 
            (3-15) 

           

where           
 

∑ (
‖     ‖

‖     ‖
)

 
   

 
   

        (3-16) 

and             
∑         

∑        
,    (3-17) 

where   is the hyper-parameter that controls how fuzzy the cluster will be. The higher it is, 

the fuzzier the cluster will be in the end.   
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For mass segmentation in mammogram, FCM was used by (Velthuizen, 2000) and 

recently by (Vijayalakshmi et al., 2016). In (Pavan et al., 2016), FCM clustering used to 

automatically segment fibroglandular and adipose tissues from breast mammography, also, an 

adaptive k-class fuzzy c-means clustering presented (Keller et al., 2011) for fully-automated 

identification and quantification of breast density.     

 

3.2.4.3.Expectation maximization clustering (EM) 

The EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) provides an iterative and computationally 

simple algorithm based on the incomplete data (Chen and Lee, 1997). In EM clustering, 

alternating steps of expectation (E) and maximization (M) are performed iteratively till the 

results converge. The E step computes an expectation of the likelihood by including the latent 

variables as if they were observed, and maximization (M) step, which computes the 

maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters by maximizing the expected likelihood 

found on the last E step. The parameters on the M step are used to generate the next E step. 

Mathematically, E and M steps express as following (Gupta and Chen, 2011): 

E-step: gives the estimate from the previous iteration    , compute the conditional 

expectation function as: 

 ( |    )  ∫        |   ( |      )   
    

       (3-18) 

where     for some set   space   |   is parametric density,  ( |      )is the conditional 

probability distribution for the complete data   

M-step: the       guess of   is: 

           
   

 ( |    )                    (3-19) 

The EM algorithm is used for mammogram segmentation, in (Chen and Lee, 1997). A 

modified EM algorithm developed (Vedanarayanan and Nandhitha, 2017) to enhance cancer 

detection. 
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3.2.5. Thresholding methods 

Threshold methods have been widely used for image segmentation, and they can be 

considered as a special case of partition clustering methods. Global thresholding has been 

widely used for mammogram mass segmentation (Dominguez and Nandi, 2007). It is based 

on the global information that can be summarized in a histogram. On the histogram, the 

regions with abnormality impose extra peaks while a healthy region has only a single peak 

(Cheng et al., 2006). Local thresholding is better for mass detection than global thresholding, 

because a local threshold value is determined locally for each pixel based on the intensity 

values of the surrounding pixels. At least two parameters are considered in local thresholding, 

the window size and the threshold value (Kallergi et al., 1992).  

Kom (Kom et al., 2007) developed a local adaptive thresholding technique for mass 

segmentation, the proposed algorithm was tested on 61 mammograms which containing 

masses, results obtained a sensitivity of 95.9%, and the area under ROC was 0.946 for 

enhanced image and 0.938 for non-enhanced image. An algorithm proposed (Makandar and 

Halalli, 2016) to detect region of mass using morphological threshold based segmentation 

technique. The algorithm applied on 55 images of MIAS database and the achieved accuracy 

is 94.5% in segmentation of mass.      

In (Dominguez and Nandi, 2007), a method for detection of masses in mammogram is 

presented. As part of this method, a segmentation of regions based on multiple level 

thresholding is proposed; a set of features is computed from each of the segmented regions. 

The method was tested on 57 images of masses from MIAS database, including 

circumscribed, spiculated, and ill-defined masses. The proposed method achieved a 

sensitivity of 80% at 2.3 FPs/image.  

 

3.2.6. Segmentation using multiple images 

Mass segmentation using more than one image relies on the comparison of different 

mammographic images of the same woman (Kopans, 1998). These different mammographic 

images can be left and right mammograms, two mammographic views of the same breast, or 

same view mammograms taken at different times.  
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The comparison of left and right mammograms is often based on the similarity of the 

internal structure of both breasts. Mass segmentation method is then based on bi-lateral 

subtraction. Left and right images are first aligned and subsequently subtracted (Méndez et 

al., 2003). The comparison of two views of the same breast is known as ipsilateral 

comparison. Generally, CC and MLO views are compared, abnormalities are segmented on 

both views independently and results are compared point-to point (Sun et al., 2004), the 

evaluation using the fibroglandular tissue in the two views. The comparison of the same 

breast with different time intervals, are based on the radiologists‘ evaluation of how 

suspicious regions evolved (Marti et al., 2001).  

(Xu et al., 2010) and (Marti et al., 2006) presented algorithms for mass detection using 

left and right mammograms. (Pu et al., 2008) and (Sun et al., 2004) presented ipsilateral 

multi-view CAD schemes to detect masses in mammograms. (Timp et al., 2005), (Wai and 

Brady, 2005), (Timp and Karssemeijer, 2006) are developed algorithms using the same view 

of mammograms taken at different time intervals.  

 

3.3. Feature extraction categories 

Feature extraction is used to denote a piece of information from raw data which is more 

suitable for classification purpose. Many features have been extracted to characterize the 

abnormalities of mammograms (Pradeep et al., 2012). The main categories of features are 

beside gray level intensities, texture, geometric, and gradient features, the following are 

details of texture features which are used in this research, and brief descriptions of geometric 

and gradient categories. 

 

3.3.1. Texture features 

 Texture features represent an attempt to characterize gray level variations between 

adjacent pixels in the region of interest (Li et al., 1997). Generally, texture features could be 

studied on at least two levels, statistical and structural (Rosenfeld and Lipkin, 1970). The 

statistical features estimates statistics of the gray-level histogram in different orders (Bharati 

et al., 2004), and the structural features describes the architectural composition of the tissue 

using well-defined elements (Caldwell et al., 2000). Texture features have proven to be 
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useful to differentiate normal breast tissues from abnormal lesions with masses or micro-

calcifications.   

There are different statistical textural approaches: first-order, second-order and higher-

order texture. In first-order, information on texture is extracted from the histogram of image 

intensity; this approach depends only on individual pixel values and not on the correlation or 

co-occurrence of neighboring pixel values. Mean value of gray levels, variance, kurtosis, and 

skewness are examples of first-order statistics features (Garra et al., 1993).  In second-order, 

information on texture is based on the probability of finding a pair of grey-levels at random 

distances and orientation over an entire image; it takes into account correlations, it based on 

gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). Finally, higher-order statistics include run-length 

measures, which describe texture by measuring ―runs‖ of consecutive pixels with similar gray 

levels and calculate statistics based on the number and length of such runs (Galloway, 1975).    

 

3.3.1.1.Grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) 

The Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix GLCM is a well-established robust statistical tool 

for extracting second order texture information from image. A co-occurrence matrix offers 

greater information about the inter pixel relationship, periodicity and spatial grey level 

dependencies.  

Mathematically, a GLCM is a matrix where the number of rows and columns is equal to 

the number of gray levels G in the image. The matrix element      |      is the relative 

frequency with which two pixels separated by a pixel distance       , occur within a given 

neighborhood, one with intensity i and the other with intensity   at a particular distance d and 

a particular angle  . Given an  ×   neighborhood of an input image containing   grey 

levels from   to    , let        be the intensity at sample  , line n of the neighborhood.  

Then  

     |             |           (3-20) 

where 

  
 

            
                                                      (3-21) 
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 ⟨   |     ⟩  ∑ ∑      
   

    
      (3-22) 

and   

  {
                                

           
         (3-23) 

 

Co-occurrence matrices are calculated in the normalized database to ensure that their 

features are not influenced by the regions limitation. The elements of         can be 

normalized by dividing each entry by the total number of pixel pairs. Normalized GLCM 

       defined by following equation:  

       
      

∑ ∑         
            (3-24) 

 

3.3.1.2.Fractal based texture features 

Structural approaches characterize texture as being composed of simple primitives called 

―texels‖ (texture elements). The structural features include fractal dimension as estimated by 

the box-counting approach (Peitgen et al., 1992), the local binary pattern which capture 

intensity variations between central and neighboring pixels, and the edge enhancing index 

feature which describes the directionality of flow-like structures within the breast (Zheng et 

al., 2015).   

The fractal refers to the complex pattern that recurs at various scales. Fractals have 

proven to be a mathematically elegant of generating textured surfaces (Pentland, 1984). In 

fractal based texture analysis the fracture will measure the geometric complexity, which 

describes the spatial pattern of textures (Srinivasan and Shobha, 2008). Shapes of fractal 

objects keep invariant under successive magnifying or shrinking the object. Hence, fractal 

geometry can be applied to overcome the scale problem of texture. The fractal dimension and 

fractal signature are good parameters to measure descriptive value of a region (Don et al., 

2012). The fractal dimension (FD) is a statistical quantity which measure roughness of a 

geometric region; it provides the degree of linear independence and correlation between the 
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available features (Mandelbort, 1982). Since the cancer grows in an unexpected way, we can 

also expect malignant masses to have high FD, if we focus exclusively on morphology.  

 

3.3.2. Geometric features 

Geometric features describe the geometric properties of the region of interest (ROI), The 

basic geometric features are area, perimeter, and compactness (Matsubara et al., 1997). 

Geometrical shape, margin and texture features, are used (Valarmathie et al., 2016) to 

classify masses into benign or malignant. The shape features used are compactness, 

dispersion, eccentricity, elongatedness, and roundness. To classify micro-calcifications into 

benign or malignant, 17-shape features and 44 texture features are extracted in (Zadeh et al., 

2001).     

 

3.3.3. Gradient features 

The gradient feature vector is a quantity comprising of gradient magnitude as well as its 

directional component; these components are computed by applying derivatives in both 

horizontal and vertical directions. Gradient operator generates a 2D gradient vector at each 

image point such that the vector points towards the direction of the largest possible intensity 

increase or decrease and its magnitude corresponds to the ratio of changes in intensities in 

that direction (Aggarwal et al., 2015). The Sobel operator is a usual gradient operator to 

compute the gradient images.   

 

3.4. Image classification  

Image classification is an important task after extracting the features because it aims at 

assigning the extracted objects into different categories. Generally, there are two main 

classification strategies: 

1. Supervised classification: the labeling is a priori known and the algorithms 

such as minimum-distance classification, and support vector machine (SVM) 

can be used to optimize the classification.  
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2. Unsupervised classification: the labeling is unknown and the algorithms 

proposed some classes based for instance on clustering in the image, using K-

means and hierarchical clustering approaches.   

 

 

3.4.1. Classification of breast based on density 

Breast density assessment is an important component of the screening mammography 

report and conveys information to referring clinicians about mammographic sensitivity and 

the relative risk of developing breast cancer (Winkler et al, 2015).  The origins of breast 

density classification are due to Wolfe (Wolfe, 1976), who showed the correlation between 

breast density and the risk of developing breast cancer, classifying the parenchymal patterns 

into four categories. Subsequently (Boyd et al., 1995), showed a similar correlation between 

the relative area of dense tissue and mammographic risk. They developed a method to 

measure a percentage of breast densities from mammography using a computer-aided 

technique and divided mammograms into six categories.  Many factors influence tissue 

density, such as age, endogenous and exogenous hormones, lactation, and previous 

chemotherapy and radiation therapy.  

 

3.4.1.1.Qualitative classification of breast density 

There are several approaches for qualitative classification of breast density. According to 

(D‘Orsi, 1998), the breast can be classified into three categories, depending on the relative 

amounts of glandular tissue versus adipose tissue:  

1. Glandular breast: mainly in women under 30 years 

2. Fatty and glandular breast: mainly for women between 30 and 50 years 

3. Fatty breast: mainly in women over 50, since at the end of the reproductive life, 

the breast loses fibrous mass and turn into fat.  

 The Wolfe classification (Wolfe, 1976) is a visual classification method, which classified 

breast into four categories: 

1. N1 corresponds to fatty normal breast 

2. P1 corresponds to prominent ducts occupying less than     of the breast 
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3. P2 corresponds to prominent ducts occupying between     and     of the 

breast 

4. Dy corresponds to breast dysplasia and is extremely dense. 

Using mammographic parenchymal patterns, Tabár et al. have proposed a mammographic 

modeling scheme based on mixture of four building blocks composing the normal breast: 

nodular, linear, homogeneous, and radiolucent block. Nodular densities corresponds to 

Terminal Ductal Lobular Units (TDLU); linear densities correspond to either ducts, fibrous or 

blood vessels; homogeneous densities correspond to fibrous tissue which appears as bright 

areas in mammographic images; radiolucent densities are related to fibrous tissue which 

appears as dark areas in mammographic images (Tabar et al., 2004).   

Presently, the most used breast density classifications is the BIRADS classification 

(Muhimmah et al., 2006), which was developed as a quality assurance tool, and covers the 

significant relationship between increased breast density and decreased mammographic 

sensitivity in detecting cancer (Sickles, 2007). The classification of BI-RADS is divided into 

four categories according to their density: 

1. Category1: breast is mostly made up of fat:  breast density       

2. Category2: breast density is between     and   . 

3. Category3: breast density is between     and   . 

4. Category 4: breast is extremely dense with breast density     .  

Due to the strong positive correlation between breast cancer and breast density, 

researchers have developed different methods, possibly integrated in CAD systems for semi-

automated and automated tissue classification of mammogram images. 

(Saha et al, 2001) used a scale-based fuzzy connectivity method to extract dense tissue 

regions from mammographic images. (Selvan et al., 2006) used a heuristic optimization 

approach to estimate the breast density model parameter set. The approach was applied to 

different categories of mammogram from MIAS database, it yielded lower floor of estimation 

error in 109 out of 112 cases          and 101 out of 102 cases (     ), for the number of 

regions being five and eight respectively.   

(Petroudi et al., 2003) proposed an algorithm, which defined texture classes as a statistical 

distribution over texton dictionaries developed from a training set. A classification was done 
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using an appropriate distance measure for the data, which was obtained from the training 

dataset. (Torrent et al., 2008) presented a comparison of multiple thresholding algorithms, 

FCM clustering algorithm, and one region based algorithm for segmenting fatty and dense 

tissue in mammogram images. The performance of algorithms is evaluated using ROC 

analysis. Results demonstrated that the use of region information is useful to obtain 

homogeneous region segmentation.    

 

3.4.1.2.Quantitative calculation of breast density 

Currently, U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved software for fully 

automated volume density percentage calculation. Then the calculated volume density 

percentage is converted  into the appropriate BI-RADS density category. These software are: 

Quantra software (Ciatto et al., 2012): the fibroglandular density per pixel is estimated by 

using known image acquisition parameters, including breast thickness; and the values for 

each pixel are then added to determine the volume of the fibroglandular tissue. 

Volpara software (Jeffreys et al., 2010): a pixel value representing fat is first identified 

automatically by the software to provide a reference value; each individual pixel in the breast 

are then compared with the reference value to estimate x-ray attenuation and generate a 

density map; the volumetric breast density determined using the calculation of fibroglandular 

tissue divided by the total volume of tissue within the breast.  

 

3.4.2. Lesions detection and classification  

The goal of the detection stage is to assist radiologists in locating abnormalities on the 

mammogram. The presence of masses or of clusters of micro-calcification in mammograms 

is an indicator of early stage breast cancer, so most of approaches focused on the detection 

and classification of masses and micro-calcifications. Various CAD systems have good 

performance in the detection of micro-calcifications and masses.  
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3.4.2.1.Detection and classification of  micro-calcifications  

Micro-calcifications usually appear brighter than their surroundings. In dense breasts as in 

some younger women, suspicious areas almost invisible and micro-calcifications easily 

misdiagnosed. Micro-calcifications have a variety of size, shapes, and distributions. 

Mathematical morphology has been suggested to enhance their detection, since it can be 

applied to extract small details without affecting other image details (Durate et al., 2011), 

(Thangaraju et al., 2012). Other strategies have been proposed for detecting micro-

calcifications, including random field models (Karssemeijer, 1993), fuzzy logic (Cheng et al., 

1998), SVM and artificial neural networks (Ren, 2012).  

 In recent years, researches devised methods based on multi-scale representation for 

several applications related to mammographic image processing. Wavelet analysis is for 

instance well adapted to generate such a representation (Zhang et al., 1998) (Juarez et al., 

2006). Wavelets have indeed finite square supports and are ideal for capturing point 

discontinuities but not edges, so, using wavelets is very effective in micro-calcifications 

detection (Sampat et al., 2005). In (Mini et al., 2004), micro-calcifications detection using 

wavelet based edge detectors was performed. Detectors used are Marr-Hildreth (M-H) 

detector, and Canny detector. Both detectors achieved     detection accuracy for the MIAS 

database. In (Bouyahia et al., 2009), different wavelet techniques for automatically micro-

calcifications detection are applied on MIAS database. Techniques are: un-decimated wavelet 

transform, wavelet packets transform, two-dimensional multiscale product, and one-

dimensional wavelet transform modulus maxima. The obtained detection rates of micro-

calcifications are:    ,    ,    , and     respectively  

The parenchymal and ductal patterns in mammograms have high local self-similarities 

which are the basic property of fractal objects. These tissue patterns can be ―reproduced‖ by 

fractal models, and extracted from the original image. A fractal modeling of background 

tissues for the enhancement of micro-calcifications was presented in (Li et al., 1997) (Sankar 

and Thomas, 2010). When self-similar geometrical objects are defined, their irregularities can 

be tested by analyzing their fluctuations at a different resolution. This property was found 

useful in breast medical images of breasts, where the fractal dimension (FD), a value 

describing how the irregular structure of objects is replicated at different scales can be used to 

detect abnormalities (Shanmugavadivu and Sivakumar, 2013).  
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3.4.2.2.Detection and classifications of masses  

 Masses are characterized by their shape and margin properties. Numerous studies 

focused on the detection of spiculated masses which present higher risk of malignancy. As 

spiculated masses are characterized by spicules radiating in various directions, some 

approaches calculate the edge orientation at each pixel, as in (Kegelmeyer et al., 1994), the 

algorithm for the detection of spiculated lesions was applied on 85 four-view clinical cases 

and achieved      sensitivity with a specificity of    . Automatic mass contour extraction 

scheme have been proposed (Nakagawa et al., 2004) based on active contour model (Snake). 

In this technique, the central point of a mass is determined, then an initial contour is arranged, 

and a control point‘s direction of movement is limited to directions radiating from the central 

point. The method applied on 53 digitized mammograms having masses. The results 

compared with correct segmentation describe by doctor‘s sketches, the number of cases 

corresponded with the correct one at         and 6      were 25 and 12 

respectively. So, results of this technique show that it may be effective in improving 

performance of CAD system.  

Feature extraction based on single-pixel has poor performance for mass detection, 

because it does not take into account the spatial arrangement of the pixels which is a very 

important factor to discriminate mass lesions. In contrast, region based feature extraction has 

good performance in mass detection because it takes into account this spatial information 

(Berber et al., 2013).  

A multi-resolution and multi-orientation wavelet transform have been used for mass 

detection (Qian et al., 1999) (ke et al., 2009). An algorithm (Abdul-Jaleel et al., 2014) 

proposed to classify mass lesion to benign or malignant based on discrete wavelet transform 

(DWT). The algorithm applied on 148 mammogram images taken from MIAS database. The 

classifiers used are K-nearest neighbor (K-NN), support vector machine (SVM), and radial 

basis function neural network (RBFNN). It is found that the best performance  4 6  

obtained using the RBFNN with DWT features.   

For mass lesion detection, a fractal based methods have been presented (Guo et al., 2009) 

(Shanmugavadivu et al., 2016). In (Beheshti et al., 2014), a fractal method for detection and 

diagnosis of mass lesion in mammogram is presented. The method consisted of two steps, 

firstly, the lesions discriminated automatically using fractal dimension, and secondly, using 

fractal features to identify the roughness in mass contours and determine the extent of 
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speculation or smoothness of the masses. The proposed method applied on a set of images 

selected from local hospital and MIAS database. Results achieved high accuracy of     and 

    in the classification of spiculated and ill-defined malignant masses from benign tumors, 

respectively. A study of four methods to compute the fractal dimension of the contours of 

breast masses was presented (Rangayyan and Nguyen, 2007). For calculating FD, the ruler 

method and box counting method are computed from 1-dimensional (1D), and 2-dimensional 

(2D) signature derived from the contour. The methods were applied to different dataset 

included MIAS database,  results achieved by MIAS database are:    ,    ,    , and 

    respectively for 1D ruler, 2D ruler, 1D box counting, and 2D box counting methods. In 

(Matsubara et al., 1997), the masses are classified into benign and malignant by the change of 

fractal dimension, the performance of classification was      in thirteen mammograms. 

(Mudigonda et al., 2001), proposed a method for the detection and classification of masses in 

mammographic images. The masses are segmented by establishing intensity links from the 

central portions of masses into the surrounding areas, and analyzing oriented flow-like 

textural information in mammograms. Features based on flow orientation in adaptive ribbons 

of pixels across the margins of masses are proposed to classify the region detected as true 

masses or (FPs). Moreover, the approach is used five texture features based on GLCM and 

the features in a logistic regression method to classify masses as benign or malignant. The 

method applied on 56 images including 30 benign, 13 malignant, and 13 normal cases, which 

selected from MIAS database. The mass detection algorithm achieved a sensitivity of     

at             . The mass classification algorithm achieved success rate of      and 

6   in detecting malignant and benign masses respectively.  

 

3.5. Examples of CAD system for breast cancer detection  

Researchers used numerous methods for mammograms classifications. Most of these 

techniques are supervised machine learning methods (Duda et al., 2000) such as: decision 

tree (Vibha et al., 2006), linear discriminative analysis LDA (Costa et al., 2007), SVM 

(Singh et al., 2006) (Liu et al., 2012), ANN (Kallergi, 2004), and Bayesian networks 

(Burnside et al., 2000). Table (3-1) shows summary of some CAD systems applied on MIAS 

database for breast cancer detection  
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Reference MIAS-

Dataset 

Number 

Features Classifier Results ( ) 

(Vibha et al., 2006) N/A Wavelet Random forest 

decision classifier 

(RFDC) 

90 Acc. 

(Alolfe et al., 2009) 188 

 

Wavelet, first order 

statistics, GLCM,  

Shape, FD 

Combined 

(SVM/LDA) 

87.5Sensitivity  

90 Specificity  

 

(Jasmine et al., 

2009) 

N/A Wavelet ANN 87 Sensitivity 

(Rejani and Selvi, 

2009) 

75 Morphological 

features 

SVM 88.75 Sensitivity  

(Dheeba and Selvi, 

2010) 

322 Gabor features Radial basis 

function networks 

(RBFNN) 

85.2 Sensitivity 

(Tahmasbi et al., 

2011) 

N/A Zernike moments Multi-layer 

perceptron (MLP) 

97.6  Sensitivity 

97.5  Specificity 

(Kabbadj et al., 

2012) 

16 Statistical and 

Geometric features 

SVM 99.6   Sensitivity 

99.11  Specificity 

(Shanthi and 

Bhaskaran, 2014) 

192 Texture features Self-adaptive 

resource 

allocation 

network (SRAN) 

98.44 Acc. 

(Tariq, 2017) 322 GLCM ANN 99.3  Sensitivity 

100  Specificity 

   99.4  Acc. 

(Kaur et al., 2019) 322 Speed-up robust 

features (SURF) 

Multi-class SVM 98  Acc.  

 

Table (3-1): Summary of some CAD systems for breast cancer detection 
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4. Materials and Methods  

 

The process flow diagram for the proposed algorithm is shown in [Figure (4-1)].The 

mammogram images used in this research are taken from the MIAS database, and the 

program is written by the MATLAB software, version R2013b. Firstly, mammogram images 

are preprocessed, segmented, then features are extracted, tissue characterized, and finally the 

mammogram image classified to normal or abnormal. Moreover, the abnormal lesion 

classified to benign or malignant.       

 

 

 

 

4.1. MIAS database 

The MIAS database published in 1994 contains 161 studies, patients with ages ranging 

from 50 to 65 (Serhat et al., 2005), each study includes an image of each breast in (MLO) 

view, these results of 322 mammography images. Films taken from the United Kingdom 

National Breast Screening Program have been digitized to 50 micron pixel edge and a gray-

scale resolution to 8 bits per pixel (bpp), with a Joyce-Loebl scanning microdensitometer 

SCANDIG-3. Resolution reduced to 200 microns (mini-MIAS) and fitted to 1024×1024 

Output results 

Lesion classification 

Tissue classification 

Segmentation 

Preprocessing 

Input mammogram image 

Figure (4-1): Research methodology block diagram 
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boundary box. The image files are available in portable network graphics (PNG) format, 

[Figure (4-2)].  The mammogram images are investigated and labeled by expert radiologists.  

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MIAS detailed information  

There is text file contains information of all images [Table (4-1)], the list is arranged in 

pairs of films, and the information‘s are:  

1
st
 column contains MIAS database reference number, the list is arranged in pairs of films, 

the left (even reference numbers) and right mammograms (odd reference numbers) of a single 

patient.   

2
nd

 column contains character of background tissue F for Fatty, G for Glandular and D for 

Dense tissue type.   

3
rd

 column contains class of abnormality present, which are  

CALC  Calcification 

CIRC  Well-defined/circumscribed masses 

SPIC  Spiculated masses 

MISC  Other, ill-defined masses 

ARCH  Architectural distortion 

ASYM  Asymmetry 

NORM Normal 

Figure (4-2): Example of MIAS database, left and right breast for one patient, 

(mdb001 and mdb002) 
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4
th

 column contains severity of abnormality, which are (B) for benign, or (M) for malignant. 

5
th

, 6
th

, and 7
th

 columns contain the (x, y) coordinates of center of abnormality, and 

approximate radius (in pixels) of a circle enclosing the abnormality, respectively. 

 

Reference 

Number 

Tissue 

Type 

Abnormality 

Type 

Abnormality 

Severity 

x-

Coordinates 

y- 

Coordinates 

Radius 

mdb001 G CIRC B 535 425 197 

mdb002 G CIRC B 522 280 69 

mdb003 D NORM     

mdb004 D NORM     

mdb028 F CIRC M 338 314 56 

mdb029 G NORM     

 

 

 

4.2. Technique for preprocessing of mammogram  

A mammography images involves excessive parts, [Figure (4-3)], these parts are not 

important in processing of mammogram image. Some parts of images have some notes and 

labels which consist of information like name, date, etc., these labels are bright as gray level 

of some breast tissues which will influence the classification and will not give the desired 

results (Ponraj et al., 2011).  The presence of noises and artifacts can disturb the detection of 

breast cancer and reduce the rate of accuracy in analysis (Chaabani et al., 2010). Removing 

the excessive parts, all irrelevant information, noises and artifacts are the aim of 

preprocessing.   

As the mammogram images are texture in nature, it is very important to get proper 

enhancement for these images. In low contrast images, the minor difference between normal 

and the malignant tissue is not discernable and make the interpretation very difficult 

(Sundaram et al., 2011). Hence, preprocessing enlarge the intensity difference between 

objects and background to produce reliable image for processing step.  

In mammograms, the pectoral muscle has nearly homogeneous gray level values and 

exhibits as a high intensity region.  Failure in segmenting the pectoral muscle may cause a 

higher number of false positives for breast cancer detection (Yanfeng et al., 2013).  So a 

method represented to automatic pectoral muscle removal from mammogram images.  

Table (4-1): Example of MIAS database details   
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The preprocessing code is attached at (appendix A). Also, more detail is in preprocessing 

published paper attached at (Appendix B).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mammogram Enhancement 

Noise  filtering Contrast enhancement 

Pectoral Muscle Removal 

Image orientation Multi-level thresholding 

Background Removal 

Autocropping Label omitting 

Figure (4-4): A flowchart represents preprocessing process 

 

 

Figure (4-3): Components of mammogram image  
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4.2.1. Auto-cropping & labels omitting 

MIAS images have high density noise which characterized by high values of optical 

densities, such as labels or scanning artifacts.  For isolated breast region from irrelative 

regions, the main common step is image binarization, by converting the mammogram image 

from grayscale form to binary form using multi-level thresholding (Chaki et al., 2014).  

 

1. Auto-cropping 

For omitting extra image parts which are on both sides of mammogram image, a double 

precision image is gotten from the original image and multiply them in (unit 16) format, then 

using Otsu‘s threshold (Otsu, 1979) to get binary image, finally sweeping the first row of the 

image from the right corner to left and left to right to reach first white points (non-zero 

value). Then the image is cropped from beginning the corner till the non-zero values for both 

sides. [Figure (4-5)] demonstrate the procedure block diagram of auto-cropping mammogram 

image.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Original image (unit8) 

Double (change data type 

only) 

Double precise (change data 

type & numeric value) 

× 

 Output image 1 (double) 

Output image 2 (Binary Image) 

Get four parameters (rows, columns non-zero 

values) 

Cropped   original image using above parameters 

Figure (4-5): Block diagram of auto-cropping procedure 
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2. Label omitting 

To omit the useless information as marker (small letters appear on the mammogram), a 

successive morphological operation are applied (Haralick and Shapiro, 1992) on the binary 

image; a disk type structuring element (Sreedhar and Panlal, 2012) is used here.  

To omit labels, connected component technique (Yapa and Koichi, 2007) is used.  For the 

binary image, the breast region identified as the largest connected component, and all other 

connected components which are small than breast region are discard. So, the final image is a 

breast region mask.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.2. Mammogram enhancement using median filter and CLAHE technique 

There are different types of noises in MIAS database, the common noises present are salt 

and pepper noise and impulse noise. Contrast is the difference in visual properties that makes 

an object distinguishable from other objects and the background.    

 
Input image (both sides cropped 

image) 

Binary image1 

Binary image2 

Morphological 

operations / connected 

components 

Label-marker free image 

Multiply (binary 

image2 ; input image) 

Figure (4-6): Block diagram of removing marker/labels procedure 

Otsu‘s thresholding 
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In this research, two different techniques have been used, to reduce the noise in the image 

and bring the enhanced and quality oriented data for good performance of CAD algorithm.  

The techniques are median filter (Huang et al., 1979) and CLAHE filter (Zuiderveld, 1994).  

 

4.2.2.1. Median filter  

Median filter run through the image pixel by pixel, replacing each value with the median 

value of neighboring pixels (mask or window). The pixels of the mask are ranked in the order 

of their gray levels, and the median value of the group is stored to replace the noisy value. 

The median filtering output is:  

 

          {                                              (4-1) 

where :        is the original image,   is the two dimensional mask; the mask size is 

  ×   ,   is commonly odd number 

In this research median filter implemented assuming a mask size   ×   .  

 

4.2.2.2. CLAHE technique 

Contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization CLAHE technique, is a special case of 

histogram equalization technique (HE) (Gonzalez, 1992), that functions adaptively on the 

image to be enhanced.  The pixel intensity is thus transformed to a value within the display 

range proportional to the pixel intensity‘s rank in the local intensity histogram. The CLAHE 

operates in small regions in the image called tiles rather than the entire image. Each tile‘s 

contrast is enhanced, so that the histogram of the output region approximately matches the 

distribution parameter. The CLAHE filter originally developed for medical imaging to reduce 

the noise and edge shadowing effect produced in homogeneous area. The CLAHE technique 

is described by following steps. 

Step 1: Mammogram is divided into a number of non-overlapping contextual      

regions of equal sizes (tiles numbers). Experimentally set to  ×   
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Step 2: The histogram of each contextual region is calculated. 

Step 3: Setting clip limit     , for clipping histograms. The clip limit is a threshold 

parameter, higher setting of clip limit result in more contrast. Experimentally is 

set       ) 

Step 4: Histogram redistribution, to not exceed the clip limit. In our experiment, 

uniform histogram distribution is selected.  

Step 5: Histogram modification, according to transformation function: 

 

         ∑   (  )
 
                        (4-2) 

where               (  )  
  

 
                                     (4-3) 

 

is the probability density function of the input mammogram image grayscale value  , 

  is the total number of pixels in the input mammogram image and    ) is the input 

number of grayscale value     

Step 6: The neighboring tiles are combined using bilinear interpolation and the 

mammogram image grayscale values are altered according to the modified histogram.  

 

4.2.3. Pectoral muscle removal based on Otsu’s threshold 

It is important to determine the orientation of the mammogram. The mammogram image 

is transformed so get unidirectional images and the pectoral muscles in upper left corner of 

the image. In this work, images contain right breast are simply flipped to the left. The 

flipping criterion is based on MIAS database images arrangement and text file.  

The pectoral muscles have a slightly higher intensity compared to rest of the breast tissue 

and appear in upper left corner of mammogram. So, it is important to detect the pectoral 

muscle and isolate it from the region of interest. In this research, segmentation based on 

thresholding approach is used. Mammogram image segmented using multi-level threshold 

technique which based on Otsu method.   
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4.2.3.1. Multiple thresholding 

The multilevel threshold segments the pixels into several distinct groups in which the 

pixels of the same group have gray levels within a specific range (4-4). The Otsu‘s method 

can be applied for multiple thresholding segmentation (Bindu and Prasad, 2012), (Arora et 

al., 2008), the optimal thresholds   
  and   

  can be computed as equation (4-5). 

       {

                   

                   
                   

                                  (4-4) 

  
    

    
                   

                                        (4-5) 

Experimentally,         selected for segmentation. Using connected component labeling; 

the pectoral muscle identifies then removed according to its edge shape.  

For non-straight line edge shape, pectoral muscle directly cropped using connected 

labeling. For straight line edge shape, a straight line refinement is applied by starting from 

upper left margin point and search horizontally and vertically to points where the pixel 

brightness change, then a triangle shape connected. Pectoral muscle lies within this triangle. 

Finally the demarked rectangle is cropped out from the original mammogram. 

 

4.3. Segmentation of breast regions in mammogram 

In CAD system, mass segmentation is an important step, which separate a mass from its 

background and captures the shape and boundary of the mass. However, it is more difficult to 

detect masses than micro-calcifications because their features can be obscured by normal 

breast parenchyma. Moreover, masses have large variability in morphology (shape and size), 

also, there is large number of features that have been used to detect and classify masses 

(Sickles, 2007).   

Breast masses develop from the epithelial and connective tissues of breast, mass is a 

localized swelling, protuberance, or lump in the breast, and often occurred in the dense area 

of the breast tissue, have smoother boundaries than micro-calcifications and have many 

shapes. The shape and margin of mass are two most important criteria in distinguishing 

benign from malignant mass. Radiologist, found that a mass with poorly defined shape is 
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more likely to be malignant than a well-circumscribed mass; and a mass with ill-defined 

margins or spiculated lesion is much more likely to be malignant than a mass with smoothed 

margins (Cheng et al., 2006).  

 

4.3.1. Mass--segmentation dataset 

 Masses are include circumscribed and spiculated masses. According to the MIAS 

database, 42 of the 322 mammogram images contain masses, as [Table (4-2)]. In this work, 

41 mammograms are analyzed and one mammogram image (mdb059) is ignored because it is 

not including ROI location identification in database annotation.   

 

 

 

 

 

 In this work, two techniques of mass segmentation are proposed, as in flowing flowchart, 

Figure [(4-7)]. The first method based on threshold, while the second based on pseudo-color.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Benign Malignant Total 

  Fatty Gland. Dense Fatty Gland. Dense 

M
a
ss

es
 Circumscribed 10  6 3 2 2 N/A 23 

Spiculated 2 4 5 3 3 2 19 

Total 12 10 8 5 5 2 42 

 

Table (4-2): Mass distribution in MIAS 

database 
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4.3.2. Threshold-based segmentation technique 

For image segmentation, a threshold based segmentation method is used, it considered as 

a special case of partition clustering methods. The main objective of this method is to classify 

the pixels of the image into two classes: those pertaining to an object and other pertaining to 

the background. For mammogram mass segmentation, the main drawback of this approach is 

the assumption that masses have more or less uniform density compared to the local 

background. 

Here, intensity histogram based segmentation approach (Otsu) is used; Otsu segmentation 

algorithm aims to find split points on intensity histogram which separates whole intensity 

histogram into groups whose intra-class variances minimum. Thresholding, partition the 

mammogram into several regions, the suspicious area is an area that is brighter than its 

surrounding, which has almost uniform density with varying size.  

In this experiment, multi-level threshold technique applied; the threshold is set to       4. 

The process separates objects within ROI, which eroded and dilated by morphological 

operators. According to level threshold, mammogram may include unique ROI or more than 

Image Quantization, 

(Pseudo-color) 

Segmentation 

Threshold Segmentation 

ROI  Selection 

Segmentation Evaluation 

Mammogram Image 

Preprocessing 

Figure (4-7): Mass segmentation strategy flowchart 
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one of ROI. In case of unique threshold, the method considers as full-automated 

segmentation, while in case of multi ROI segmentation the method considers as semi-

automated technique. For semi-automated, a set of regions of the mammograms are 

segmented as suspicious ROI, radiologist could select the mass according to morphological 

base of circumscribed or spiculated lesion. 

 

4.3.3. Image quantization based segmentation technique  

Quantization, in image processing is a lossy compression technique achieved by 

compressing a range of values to single quantum value. Quantization in terms of color 

histograms refers to the process of dropping the number of bins by taking colors that are very 

similar to each other and putting them in the same bin.  

Pseudo color (false color) image processing consists of assigning colors to gray value 

based on a specified criterion. The principal cause of using color, that human can discern 

thousands of color shades and intensities compared to shades of gray (Zahedi et al., 2011). 

Preliminary study (Xu et al., 2010) indicates that lesion areas on the processed pseudo-color 

images could be more easily distinguished than on the original gray images. There many 

methods to realize pseudo-color of gray images such as the filtering in frequency domain, the 

equal density pseudo-color coding methods which include density segmentation coding, 

function transformation and complementary pseudo-color coding (Hu et al., 2012).  

Function transformation method is shown in Figure [(4-8)]. The idea of this approach is 

to perform three independent transformations on the gray level of any input pixel. The three 

results are then fed separately into the red, green, and blue channels of a color.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (4-8): Gray-level to color transformation 
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In this experiment, the mammogram image (grayscale image) is quantized using      ; 

the output image then contained       discrete integer pseudo-color. For mammogram 

images, highlighting a specific range of colors in a mammogram is useful for separating 

objects from their surroundings; however masses intensity is higher, so the color will differ. 

In pseudo-color segmentation, the operator could select rectangle window for the suspicious 

region (ROI) as a mask for further processing.  

 

4.4. Texture analysis 

Texture is a surface property; texture analysis refers to the branch of imaging science that 

is concerned with the description of characteristic image properties by textural features.  

The main image processing disciplines in which texture analysis techniques are used are 

classification, segmentation, and synthesis. In image classification the goal is to classify 

different image region into distinct groups (Pietikainen, 2000). Texture analysis is a useful 

computational method for discriminating between pathologically different regions on 

mammogram. 

The feature is defined as a function of one or more measurement which specifies some 

characteristic of an object. Feature extraction, is the transforming the input data into a set of 

features, it is a valuable step for mammogram classification, this step is responsible for 

extracting all possible features that are expected to be effective in diagnosing an ROI in the 

mammogram, without concerning the disadvantages of excessive dimensionality.  

Experimentally, two types of textural features are extracted; the first one is based on 

statistical approach while the second is based on structural approach. Features are: Haralick 

features which are old, well known features and on SFTA features which are new established 

features.  Both of features are introduced in following paragraphs.  
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4.4.1. Haralick Features   

Haralick (Haralick et al., 1973) developed a set of fourteen scalar textural features driven 

from (GLCM), Haralick features are widely employed texture features which describes the 

correlation in intensity of pixels that are next to each other in space.   

For Haralick features, Assume   is the number of gray level used, µ is the mean value of 

P.     ,  ,   and   are the means and standard deviations of    and   .       is the  th entry 

in the marginal-probability matrix obtained by summing the rows of       : 

      ∑          
          ∑          

        (4-6) 

   ∑       
   
       ∑          

        (4-7) 

  
  ∑              

    
      

  ∑                  
      (4-8) 

 

Then 

        ∑ ∑     
   

   
                                   (4-9) 

 

        ∑ ∑     
   

   
         |   |                     (4-10) 

 

1. Homogeneity (Angular second moment): measure the local uniformity of the 

gray levels. When pixels are very similar, the ASM value will be large. 

 ∑ ∑{      } 
   

   

                                                4     

   

   

  

2. Contrast: is a measure of gray level variations between the reference pixel and its 

neighbor.  

∑   

   

   

{∑∑      }

 

   

 

   

                                         4        

3. Correlation: is the linear dependency of gray values in the co-occurrence matrix   
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∑ ∑
           {    }

    

   

   

   

   

                                  4       

 

4. Sum average: 

∑         

    

   

                                                         4   4  

5. Variance:  

∑ ∑                                                            4     

   

   

   

   

 

6. Sum variance:  

∑   
    

   

                                                                    4   6  

 

 

7. Difference variance: 

∑   
   

   

                                                                4      

 

8. Entropy: is the randomness or the degree of disorder present in the image. The 

value of entropy is the largest when all elements of the co-occurrence matrix are 

the same and small when element are unequal: 

 ∑ ∑          (      )

   

   

   

   

                                              4      

9. Sum entropy: 

 

 ∑           (       )                                            4     
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10.  Difference entropy: 

 ∑           (       )                                              4     

   

   

 

11.  Inertia (Inverse difference moment) : 

∑ ∑
 

        
      

   

   

   

   

                                              4      

12.  Info. measure of correlation 1: 

        

   {     }
                                                                4      

where:       ∑ ∑                    ,        are the entropies of   and 

             ∑ ∑           {          }   

 

13.  Info. measure of correlation2 : 

                     
 
                                      4      

     Where:       ∑ ∑               {          }   

 

14.  Max. correlation coefficient:  

Is square root of the second largest eigenvalue of Q, where: 

        ∑
            

                                                               4   4  

 

 

4.4.2. Segmentation-based fractal texture analysis (SFTA) 

A group of researchers (Costa et al., 2012) proposed a new feature extraction algorithm, 

the Segmentation-based Fractal Texture Analysis (SFTA). SFTA introduced for both medical 

imaging and general domain texture feature extraction. They applied SFTA for three different 

dataset, ROIs of lung CT scan dataset which used in (Costa et al., 2011), and two publicly 

available dataset: KTH-TIPS dataset (Caputo et al., 2005) and Textured Surfaces Dataset 

(Lazebnik et al., 2005). In Costa‘s research, SFTA showed superior performance when 
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compared with widely employed texture extraction methods such as Haralick features and 

Gabor filter banks.   

SFTA extraction algorithm consists of two parts: firstly, decomposing the input grayscale 

image into a set of binary images, secondly, for each resulting binary image, compute three 

parameters (region‘s boundaries fractal dimension, region‘s mean gray level, and region‘s 

size).  

 

1. Decomposition grayscale image 

Decomposing original grayscale image into a set of binary images based on Two-

Threshold Binary Decomposition (TTBD) technique (Costa et al., 2012). The TTBD compute 

a set   of threshold values, which obtained by selecting equally spaced gray level values. 

This achieved by using multi-level Otsu threshold.  Then, TTBD algorithm decomposing the 

input grayscale image       selecting pairs of threshold from   and applying two-threshold 

segmentation according to following equation: 

        {
                        

           
                                       4      

where    denotes the binary image,    and    denote lower and upper threshold values 

respectively. 

According to applying the two-threshold segmentation to the input image using all pairs 

of contiguous threshold from   {  } and all pairs of thresholds{    }    , where    

corresponds to the maximum possible gray level in       . The number of resulting binary 

image is      ,where    is a user defined parameter that corresponds to the number of 

threshold values.  The set of binary images is obtained by applying the two threshold 

segmentation  

 

2. SFTA features extraction  

After applying TTBD, for the resultant binary image the SFTA algorithm computes 

feature vectors which are region area (size), mean gray level, and boundaries‘ fractal 

dimension, The mean gray level and size (pixel count) compute directly from binary image. 
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The region boundaries of a binary image         are represented as a border image denoted 

by       and computed as follows: 

       {

                        

    
          

          
           

                                         4   6  

where           is the set of pixels that are 8-connected to         

The fractal dimension   computed from each border using the box counting algorithm 

(Schroeder, 1992). The algorithm, divide the image into a grid composed of squares of 

size  ×   , then, counting the number  ̅    of squares of size  ×   that contains at least one 

pixel of the object. Fractal dimension   corresponds to the slope of line, which is fitted on 

        vs        curve.  

Algorithm 1 shows SFTA extraction algorithm. The SFTA feature vector       

dimensionally corresponds to the number of binary images obtained by TTBD multiplied by 

three.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm 1: SFTA Extraction algorithm [Costa et al., 2012]  
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4.5. Feature selection 

It is very difficult to predict which feature or feature combination will achieve better in 

classification rate. Generally, when the number of features is large but the number of training 

sample is small, this yield to a situation called the curse of dimensionality (Aoki and Kudo, 

2008), this situation will weak the classifier. Moreover, few features used in classifier can 

keep the classification performance robust (Giger et al., 2000). So, an optimized subset of 

features must selected to gain the highest performance.  

Removing irrelevant features may lead to improved accuracy and increased 

interpretability of the classification model. Features can be selected in many different ways. 

One scheme is to select features that correlate strongest to the classification variable; this has 

been called maximum-relevance selection.  On the other scheme, features can be selected to 

be mutually far away from each other while still having high correlation with the 

classification variable. This scheme termed as Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance 

(mRMR). mRMR selection method has been found more powerful than the maximum 

relevance selection  method (Peng et al., 2005) 

For feature selection (mRMR) selection method is used, which is an approximation to 

maximizing the dependency between the joint distribution of the selected features and 

classification variable.   

 Haralick features and SFTA features are extracted, and then feature selection method 

applied for individual features and for both Haralick and SFTA features. Selecting seven 

optimize subset of features from Haralick features, SFTA features, and Haralick-SFTA 

combination features. Difference performances are obtained as a result of different features.  

 

mRMR algorithm 

The mRMR is a feature selection approach that tends to select features with a high 

correlation with the class and a low correlation between each other‘s. In this algorithm, the 

features are ranked according to the minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevance criteria (Peng et 

al., 2005). In case of continuous features, relevance can be calculated by using the F-statistic, 

while redundancy calculated by using Pearson correlation coefficient. For discrete features, 

relevance and redundancy calculated by using mutual information [Figure (4-9)].    
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The mutual information defines dependency of variables. Assume individual are (H(X), 

H(Y)), joint (H(X,Y)), and conditional entropy for a pair of correlated subsystems X, Y with 

mutual information I(X;Y): 

       ∬         
      

        
                                 (4-27) 

 

where: p(x, y): joint distribution function of X and Y 

     p(x), p(y):  marginal probability distribution functions.    

                                                    

Maximize Relevance: 

         
 

| |
∑                (4-28) 

 where: S is the set of features;          is mutual information between feature i and j 

Minimal Redundancy: 

      
 

| | 
∑                          (4-29) 

 

 

 Figure (4-9): Relevance between features, mutual information 
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4.6. Classifications 

Classification is the process of taking decision that best matches the membership of the 

object.  The task is composed of many stages; the goal is to associate the appropriate class 

labels with the test image.  

 

Support Vector Machine 

The support vector machine (SVM) is a classification method introduced in 1992 (Boser 

et al, 1992). It is based on the principle of structural risk minimization, which targets at 

minimizing the error made by the learning machine during training rather than minimizing 

the mean square error (Vapnik, 1998). In the field of medical imaging, SVM has proven to be 

a good classifier in the diagnosis of mammograms (Balakumaran and Vennila, 2011). SVM is 

a supervised learning algorithm based on the concept of hyperplane to separate a set of 

objects with maximum margin (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). SVM works to give optimal 

hyperplane equation, as following 

     ∑  

 

   

                                                             4      

where  {          } is training set containing  feature vectors,   is known as the weight 

vector,     is the Lagrange multiplier of a dual optimization problem that describes the 

separating hyperplane         , and   is the threshold parameter of the hyperplane. 

 

4.7. Tissue characterization  

The sensitivity of CAD in the detection of breast cancer is impacted by breast density. In 

mammography, breast tissue presents differently: darker regions indicate fat and clearer 

regions indicate glandular, thus characterizing the breast tissue type in mammograms can act 

as a primary step to detect cancer and reduce false positive. Breast density is a way to 

describe the types of tissue that make up the breast. The amount of each of these tissues 

varies in women. The dense breast more likely to develop a cancer (Ursin et al., 2005) so 

breast tissue density type consider as indicator for cancer risk, moreover the detection of breast 
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cancer in dense breast are harder than detection cancer that surrounded by fatty tissue 

(Diamant et al., 2012). According to BI-RADS category, there is only a minimal and 

insignificant difference in the sensitivity of mammography between the densest breast in a 

lower density category and the least dense breast in the next higher density category [ACR, 

2013].   

Breast density is a radiological concept based on the proportion of radiopaque glandular 

tissue relative to radiolucent fatty tissue. On other words, breast density is the ratio of the area 

of dense (white) tissue on a mammogram divided by the total area of the imaged breast. There 

is no criterion standard for determining breast density. However, this classification in most 

cases depends on the skills of the technician or doctor who performs the exam. Commonly 

used methods of breast density assessment range from subjective visual estimation to 

quantitative calculations of area and volume density made with complex computer algorithm 

(Winkler et al., 2015). 

 

4.7.1. Tissue types dataset  

MIAS database classifies breast density into three classes, that is, fatty (F), fatty glandular 

(G) and dense glandular (D), [Figure (4-10)]. By using Random Sample without Replacement 

(RSWR) method (Teuhola and Nevalainen, 1982), the dataset is divided according to tissue 

types into a learning dataset of 160 images and a testing dataset of 162. This experiment 

mainly restricted to cases, one case being the association of the left and of the right breast 

images of one patient.  So there are 80 cases in the learning dataset and 81 cases in the test 

database. [Table (4-3)] presents the distribution learning and testing datasets according to their 

tissue type. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   Figure (4-10): Three tissue types examples of MIAS database, fatty, glandular, and dense (from left 

to right) 
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Table (4-3): Tissue types distribution of selected dataset  

Class Learning 

(cases) 

Testing 

(cases) 

Total 

(cases) 

Total 

(images) 

Fatty 27 26 53 106 

Glandular 25 27 52 104 

Dense 28 28 56 112 

Total 80 81 161 322 

 

4.7.2. Feature extraction 

Two types of texture features are computed, Haralick texture features and Segmentation-

based Fractal Texture Analysis (SFTA) features. 

For the thirteen-Haralick texture features, angle is set to 4  , displacement to  , and   

gray levels. For SFTA method, features are extracted using SFTA        function, where   

corresponds to input image and      corresponds to the number of selected thresholds, 

features are returned as  6        vector. In this experiment, the number of thresholds is set 

to 4, the resulting set of binary images is         as in [Figure (4-11)], and providing 21 

SFTA features for each image denoted F1 till F21. 

In this stage, for extracting features, three concurrent studies are investigated. The key of 

the three approaches is a window size. In order to obtain a good texture characterization, it is 

desirable to work with large windows, since they obviously contain more information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (4-11): Example of original image and 7
th

 resultant binary image from SFTA 

extraction algorithm, threshold set to 4, (from left to right and top to bottom) 
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4.7.2.1. The 1
st
 study 

1. Apply preprocessing stage to all mammogram images [Figure(4-12)] 

2. Compute texture features for each image, and then compute average values of right 

and left breast (one value per case). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.7.2.2. The 2
nd

 study 

1. Apply CLAHE technique to mammogram image for contrast enhancement.   

2. Select a center point (   ) manually (in the center of the breast region), then a 

window of (  ×   ) pixels centered on the previously selected point is generated 

automatically.  

3. Generate four windows of (  ×   ) pixels, at a distance of            from the 

center point, as shown in [Figure (4-13)]. 

4. Compute texture features for each window, compute average of any texture feature of 

the five windows per image, then compute the average of any texture feature of right 

and left breast (case). 

 

 

 

Figure (4-12): Breast region selection of the 1st study  
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4.7.2.3. The 3
rd

 study 

1. Apply CLAHE technique. 

2. Select one window of (   ×    ) pixels manually, located approximately behind the 

nipple. 

3. Compute texture features inside the window, then average values of right and left 

breast (one value per case). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.7.3. Classification 

For classification, Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is built on a linear kernel 

function. Different kernel functions are used and then obtained different classification 

 
Figure (4-14): The 3

rd
 study, one window selection (blue window) 

Figure (4-13): The 2
nd

 study, five windows selection (blue windows) 
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hyperplane, the best classification accuracy obtained by using polynomial function. Three 

classifications are conducted for each features extraction study. 

1. First classification study (C1):  The first study applied binary classification to 

differentiate between fatty tissue and non-fatty tissue, the non-fatty tissue consists of 

glandular and dense tissue types.  

2. Second classification study (C2): The second study used binary classification to 

classify glandular tissue and dense tissue  

3. Third classification study (C3): The third study used multi classification process to 

distinguish between the three tissue types (Fatty, Gland and Dense)  

For each study, mRMR selection method is applied to select best features from: 

1) Haralick features only. 

2) SFTA features only 

3) Combined SFTA and Haralick features. 

Features descriptors as shown in [Table (4-4)] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Method 

Name 

Setting Number 

of 

Features 

Description 

Haralick angle: 4 °, 
 displacement: 

  

gray levels:   

 

14 H1,H2,…,H13, H14 (Homogeneity, 

Contrast, Correlation,  Variance, 

Inertia, Sum-average, Sum-variance 

Entropy, Sum-entropy,  Diff-

variance, Diff-entropy, Info-

correlation1, Info-correlation2, 

Max.corr Coeff) respectively 

 

SFTA Number of 

threshold: 4 

21 F1, F2, ….F21 

Combined 

Haralick & 

SFTA 

angle: 4 °  
 displacement: 

  

gray levels:   

; Number of 

threshold: 4 

35 Combination of  Haralick and 

SFTA (H1,H2,…H14 and F1, 

F2,…F21) 

 

Table (4-4): Extracted features for tissue classification experiments 
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4.8. Normal-abnormal classification 

MIAS dataset includes normal and abnormal images as distributed in [Table (4-5)].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.8.1. Dataset  

MIAS database contains 207 normal mammogram images, and 115 abnormal images. For 

this experiment, the learning and testing data sets are randomly selected. The learning 

contains 108 images; the testing dataset contains 110 images as [Table (4-6)], datasets are 

selected regardless tissue types. CLAHE technique applied to all dataset.   

 

 

 

 

 

4.8.2. Feature extraction 

Haralick and SFTA features are extracted from region of interest (ROI). For normal 

mammogram, a ROI is a rectangle box selected on the center of image, for abnormal 

mammogram, a ROI selected according to abnormality coordinates (   ) given by MIAS 

information details,  

 

 Learning Testing Total 

Normal 56 59 115 

Abnormal 52 51 103 

Total 108 110 218 

 

        Table (4-6): Normal-abnormal dataset distribution 

Class  Benign Malignant Total 

Microcalcification 12 13 25 

Circumscribed 19 4 23 

Spiculated mass 11 8 19 

Ill-defined mass 7 7 14 

Architectural 

distortion 

9 10 19 

Asymmetry 6 9 15 

Normal 0 0 207 

Total 64 51 322 

 

Table (4-5): The distribution of MIAS database classes  
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Two experiments are applied: 

1. Fixed window size (64 × 64): extracted Haralick features and extracted SFTA 

features at different threshold values    {    4   6    }, and test the classification 

2. Different window sizes: extracted Haralick features and SFTA in different size of 

ROIs, set SFTA  threshold at (    ), the different ROIs size are: {  ×      6 ×

 6     ×      4 × 4      ×        ×         ×          ×     }  

 

4.8.3. Classification 

To classify normal and abnormal mammograms, mRMR selection method is used to 

select the reliable features from: 

1) Haralick features only. 

2) SFTA features only 

3) Combined SFTA and Haralick features. 

In this research, SVM classifier is built on a linear kernel function. Different kernel 

functions are tested, and then obtained different classification hyperplane, but the best 

classification accuracy obtained by using linear function 

 

4.9. Benign-malignant classification 

All the abnormal learning and testing datasets are selected according to the previous study 

(4.8.1.). [Table (4-7)], shows the abnormal distribution. 

Haralick and SFTA texture features are extracted from ROI, the selected window size is 

(  ×   ), and the threshold for SFTA is set to three. SVM classifier built using individual 

texture types and combined Haralick with SFTA features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Learning Testing Total 

Benign 29 29 58 

Malignant 23 22 45 

Total 52 51 103 

 

        Table (4-7): Benign-Malignant dataset distribution 
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5. Results  

 

5.1. Output of preprocessing stage  

To limit the processing to breast region, we applied the preprocessing stage using three 

steps: the first step is omitting the excessive parts which are in the both sides of image, as in 

[Figure (5-1)]. [Figure (5-2)] shows morphological operations applied on mammogram 

image. So, the white region at binary image could shrink by erosion or expand by dilation 

operation.  Example of omitting unwanted marker and label is in [Figure (5-3)] and [Figure 

(5-4)]. The second step is mammogram enhancement, by noise filtering as shown in [Figure 

(5-5)], [Figure (5-6)], and contrast enhancement [Figure (5-7)], and the last one is distinct the 

breast region and put all images in one direction for pectoral muscle removal.   

In general, muscles have high intensity than tissue, so pectoral muscle have maximum 

threshold, and we obtained the perfect result by using level-three in multi-thresholding for 

pectoral muscle segmentation. Pectoral muscle edges have different curvatures (convex, 

straight line, and concave). So the straight line technique is efficient on straight line edges 

while directly cropped technique efficient on convex and concave edges [Figure (5-8)] 

[Figure (5-9)].  

The algorithm showed the ability to eliminate background, remove pectoral muscle and 

enhance the image contrast without losing any information from the image. The results show 

reducing of image size and consequently, minimizing the computational time of processing 

stage. A set of samples of input and output image are shown in [Figure (5-10)] 

A proposed method applied on 160 images and the obtained accuracy is (96%) for 

background and pectoral muscle elimination. Out of 160 images, 6 images was success in 

background elimination but failed to identify the pectoral muscle, because images are 

extremely dense, the density of pectoral muscle same as whole breast, so it‘s difficult to 

segment the pectoral muscle as in [Figure (5-11)].  
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  Figure (5-1):  Auto-cropping result: original image (mdb003), double image, double precise 

image, double image result of double and double precise images multiplication, binary image, 

output cropped image 

 

 

  

Figure (5-2): Morphological operations output: Original image, binary 

images after (erosion, dilation, opening) respectively 
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Figure (5-5): Median filtering used for preprocessing: (from left to right) 

original image, binary image with noises, and binary image after filtering 

 a) 
b) c) 

Figure (5-4): Label Omitting: (a) Cropped image, mdb195 (b) Binary image. (c) Label free image 

Figure (5-3): Marker removal: original image, binary image after apply 

morphological operation, 
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Figure (5-6): Noise filtering: noisy, and de-noised image                             

(from left to right)) 

 

 
Figure (5-7): CLAHE technique: original image and histogram, enhance image and 

histogram (from left to right and top to bottom) 
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Figure (5-8): Pectoral muscle removal based on segmentation and connected 

components: original image and input-output histograms, images are 003, 005, 008 
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Figure (5-9): Pectoral muscle removal based on straight line refinement 
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Figure (5-10): Examples of success preprocessing stage: input and output 

mammogram (from right to left), images are: mdb023, mdb072, mdb096, mdb100, 

mdb103, mdb225 (from top to bottom) 
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Figure (5-11): Example of images failed in preprocessing stage: image 053, image 054 

(top to bottom)  Input image, binary, and output image (from left to right) 
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5.2. Segmentation  outcomes 

Two types of segmentation are conducted, the breast region isolation and suspicious 

region isolation 

 

5.2.1. Breast region segmentation 

This process is applied for segment the breast region from the background. Results in 

previous stage (preprocessing) showed the breast region segmentation by background 

elimination and pectoral muscle removal using multilevel thresholding,         for 

grayscale image. 

Other segmentation results obtained by convert the grayscale image to RGB image, and 

then applied quantization. Results showed the ability of quantization to segment the breast 

region and ROI as in [Figure (5-12)]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (5-12): Breast region segmentation based RGB quantization 
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5.2.2. Mass lesion segmentation 

In this research, the suspicious regions are masses which are circumscribed or spiculated. 

The proposed methods (Thresholding, Pseudo-color), tested on 41 abnormal images of MIAS 

database. The efficiency of the algorithm is measured by the following equation  

                   
                                     

                     
         (5-1) 

   

       
                                      

                     
                              (5-2) 

 

[Figure (5-13)] and [Figure (5-14)] are examples of mass segmentation based on 

thresholding.  The method successfully identified 36 masses among 41 abnormal images. 

However, five lesions are not identified properly on the fourth level of Otsu‘s threshold 

because of their poor intensity. The efficiency of algorithm is reported as       and error 

rate is    .  

Pseudo-color segmentation method [Figure (5-15)], [Figure (5-16)] obtained less 

accuracy than thresholding segmentation method, the method identified 32 masses. The 

efficiency is   , and error rate is   .   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (5-13): Examples of mass segmentation-based thresholding method  
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Figure (5-14): Automatic mass segmentation-based thresholding , several suspicious region, 

uni-suspicious region (from right to left and top to bottom) 

 

Figure (5-15): Mass segmentation steps 
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Figure (5-16): Pseudo-color based- segmentation examples 
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5.3. Tissue Classification performance 

According to mRMR selection method, the selected features are as in [Table (5-1)]. 

In this work, three studies are investigated for extracting features, and the best accuracy 

gained is     for distinguishing fatty tissue from non-fatty in the 1
st
 study (preprocessed 

image selection) using SFTA features. Moreover, the best accuracy      gained in 

differentiated between dense tissues and glandular in the 3
rd

 study (window (   ×    )) 

using combined Haralick and SFTA features. 

For tissue classification we gained more better accuracy when calculate the average of 

feature for many points for one breast compared with one point, and the best accuracy gained 

by calculating the average feature for both breast (right and left) for a case study [Figure (5-

17)] .  [Figure (5-18)], illustrated the increment of quadratic classifier performance when an 

average feature of two breast sides computed.  

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (5-1): Features selection in tissue classification task 

Feature 

extraction  

Study1: Preprocessed 

image 

Study2: Five windows 

(𝟓𝟎 × 𝟓𝟎pixel) per 

image 

Study3: Window 𝟏𝟐𝟖×
𝟏𝟐𝟖pixel 

S1C1 S1C2 S1C3 S2C1 S2C2 S2C3 S3C1 S3C2 S3C3 

Haralick H1, H4, 

H6, H7, 

H8, H12, 

H13 

H1, H2, 

H3, H9, 

H10, 

H12, 

H13 

H1, H3, 

H4, H6, 

H7, H10, 

H13 

H2, H3, 

H6, H7, 

H9, H10, 

H13 

H3, H5, 

H6, H7, 

H10, 

H11, 

H12 

H2, H3, 

H6, H7, 

H9, H10, 

H13 

H3, H5, 

H6, H7, 

H10, H12, 

H13 

H3, H5, 

H7, H9, 

H10, H11, 

H12 

H3, H5, 

H6, H7, 

H10, 

H11, H12 

SFTA F3, F10, 

F11, F12, 

F15, F19, 

F20 

F2, F5, 

F10, 

F11, 

F12, 

F19, 

F21 

F2,  F5, 

F10, F11, 

F15, F19, 

F20 

F2, F5, 

F8, F10, 

F11, F19, 

F21 

F2, F5, 

F8, F11, 

F12, F19, 

F21 

F2, F5, 

F8, F10, 

F11, F19, 

F21 

F2, F5, 

F10, F11, 

F12, F19, 

F21 

F2, F5, 

F10, F11, 

F12, F19, 

F21 

F2, F5, 

F10, F11, 

F12, F19, 

F21 

Combined H1, F10, 

F11, F12, 

F15, F19, 

F20 

H2, 

H3,H10

,  F2, 

F5,F11, 

F12 

H1, F2, 

F5, F10, 

F11, F19, 

F20 

H3, H6, 

H7, H10, 

F11, F19, 

F21 

H3, H5, 

H6, H7, 

H11, 

H12,  

F21 

H3, H7, 

H9, H10, 

F11, F19, 

F21 

H3, H7, 

H10, F2, 

F11, F19, 

F21 

H5, H9, 

H11, H12, 

F2, F19, 

F21 

H3, H7, 

H10, 

H12, 

F11, F19, 

F21 
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Figure (5-17): ROC curves (x-axis: sensitivity; y-axis: specificity), for individual 

feature, average feature, and pair of breast average feature, Feature1 (left side: 

upper to lower), Feature2 (right side from upper to lower) 
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AUC = 0.6643 

Sensitivity = 0.7286 

Specificity = 0.6000  

AUC = 0.7143 

Sensitivity = 0.8571 

Specificity = 0.5714 

AUC = 0.8571 

Sensitivity = 1 

Specificity = 0.7143 

Figure (5-18): Quadratic classifier for individual feature parameter, 

average, and average of pair 
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5.3.1. Preprocessed image (S1)  

 

 

1. [Tables (5-2)] Fatty/ non-fatty classification (S1C1)  

 

 

 

 

 

2. [Tables (5-3)] Glandular/ Dense classification (S1C2)  

   

 

 

 

 

3. [Tables (5-4)] Fatty/ Glandular/ Dense classification (S1C3)  

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
F D/G 

True Class F 26 0 

D/G 14 41 

c)  Combined features (F10, H1, F20, F19, F15, 

F11, F12), Acc. = 82.716% 

 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
F D/G 

True Class F 23 3 

D/G 7 48 

b)  SFTA features (F10, F3, F20, F19, F15, F11, 

F12), Acc. = 87.654% 

 

Breast Tissue 

Types 

Predicted 

Class 

F D/G 

True 

Class 
F 22 4 

D/G 10 45 

a) Haralick features (H1, H6, 

H13, H12, H7, H8, H4), 

Acc. = 82.716% 

Breast Tissue 

Types 

Predicted 

Class 

G D 

True 

Class 
G 0 27 

D 0 28 

a) Haralick features (H10, H12, H2, 

H13, H9, H1, H3), Acc. = 50.91% 

 

Breast Tissue 

Types 

Predicted 

Class 

G D 

True 

Class 
G 21 6 

D 12 16 

b) SFTA  features (F5, F20, F19, 

F11, F2, F10, F12), Acc. = 

67.27% 

Breast Tissue 

Types 

Predicted 

Class 

G D 

True 

Class 
G 14 13 

D 15 13 

c) Combined features (H10, H2, 

F5, F11, F2, F12, H3), Acc. = 

49.09% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 

F G D 

 
True Class 

F 22 0 4 

G 8 4 15 

D 3 12 13 

a) Haralick  features ( H1, H6, H3, H13, H10, H7, 

H4), Acc. = 48.15% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 

F G D 

 
True Class 

F 25 1 0 

G 6 10 11 

D 4 13 11 

b) SFTA  features ((F10, F2, F19, F15, F11, F5, F20), 

Acc. = 56.79% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 

F G D 

 
True Class 

F 25 0 1 

G 10 4 13 

D 4 17 7 

c) Combined features (F10, H1, F2, F19, F20, F11, F5), 

Acc.  = 44.44% 
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5.3.2. Five windows per image (S2) 

 

1. [Tables (5-5)] Fatty/ non-fatty classification (S2C1) 

 

 

 

2. [Tables (5-6)] Glandular/ Dense classification (S2C2) 

 

 

 

3. [Tables (5-7)] Fatty/ Glandular/ Dense (S2C3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.3. Window size (   ×      (S3) 

 

1. [Tables (5-8) ]Fatty/ non-fatty classification (S3C1) 

 

 

 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
F D/G 

True Class F 22 4 

D/G 11 44 

a) Haralick features (H10, H13, H3, 

H7, H9, H6, H2), Acc. = 81.481% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
F D/G 

True Class F 20 6 

D/G 5 50 

b) SFTA features (F19, F5, F10, F2, 

F21, F11, F8), Acc. = 86.419% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
F D/G 

True Class F 22 4 

D/G 13 42 

c) Combined features (F19, H6, F21, 

H3, H10, H7, F11), Acc. = 79.012% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
G D 

True Class G 20 7 

D 14 14 

a) Haralick features (H11, H3, H5, H12, 

H10, H7, H6), Acc. = 61.8182% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
G D 

True Class G 21 6 

D 12 16 

b) SFTA features (F21, F8, F19, F5, 

F12, F11, F2), Acc. = 67. 2727% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
G D 

True Class G 17 10 

D 9 19 

c) Combined features (H11, F21, H3,  
d) H5, H12, H6, H7), Acc. = 65.4545% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 

F G D 

 
True Class 

F 22 0 4 

G 13 3 1 

D 3 13 12 

a) Haralick features ( H3, H13, H9, H7, H10, H2, H6), 

Acc. = 45.679% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 

F G D 

 
True Class 

F 21 0 5 

G 10 6 11 

D 0 17 11 

b) SFTA features ( F19, F8, F10, F5, F21, F2, F11), 

Acc. = 46.9135% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 

F G D 

 
True Class 

F 22 0 4 

G 11 4 12 

D 2 14 12 

c) Combined features ( F19, H9, F21, F11, H3, H10, 

H7), Acc. = 46.9135% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
F D/G 

True Class F 25 1 

D/G 12 43 

a) Haralick features (H3, H13, H5,  

H10, H12, H7, H6), Acc. = 83.951% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
F D/G 

True Class F 20 6 

D/G 10 45 

b) SFTA features (F21, , F10, F2, F5, F12, F11, 

F19), Acc. = 80.247% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
F D/G 

True Class F 21 5 

D/G 11 44 

c) Combined features (F21, H3, F19,  

H10, H7, F11, F2), Acc. = 80.247% 
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2. [Tables (5-9)] Glandular/ Dense classification (S3C2) 

 

 

 

3. [Tables (5-10)] Fatty/ Glandular/ Dense (S3C3) 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4. Normal-abnormal classification 

As SFTA features, are new established feature extraction method, the reliability of 

SFTA is tested using the learning dataset. For normal mammogram, a ROI in the center of 

image (         ), for abnormal mammogram, a ROI selected according to abnormality 

coordinates         given by MIAS information details, as following samples in [Figure (5-

19)] 

MIAS dataset samples:  

mdb007 G NORM  

mdb013 G MISC B 667 365 31 

mdb014 G NORM  

mdb015 G CIRC B 595 864 68 

 

 

 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
G D 

True Class G 27 0 

D 28 0 

a) Haralick features (H12, H3, H9, H10, 

H5, H11, H7), Acc. = 49.09% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
G D 

True Class G 19 8 

D 8 20 

b) SFTA  features (F21, F2, F19, F5, 

F10, F11, F12), Acc. = 70.91% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 
G D 

True Class G 23 4 

D 8 20 

c) Combined features (H12, F19, F2, 

H9, F21, H11, H5), Acc. = 78.182% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 

F G D 

 
True Class 

F 23 3 0 

G 11 12 4 

D 2 9 17 

c) Combined features (F21, H3, H12, F19, H10, , F11,  

H7), Acc. = 64.198% 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 

F G D 

 
True Class 

F 23 2 1 

G 12 12 3 

D 2 12 14 

a) Haralick  features ( H12, H3, H5, H10, H11, H7,  

H6), Acc. = 60.494 

Breast Tissue Types Predicted Class 

F G D 

 
True Class 

F 20 6 0 

G 9 10 8 

D 1 7 20 

b) SFTA features (F21, F2, F10, F5, F12, F19, F11), 

Acc. = 61.728% 
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Figure (5-19):  Various circular masks sizes, for abnormal images, and fixed for normal 

images; (left to right; upper to lower) 
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Figure (5-20), shows an automatic abnormality mask when user mark a point on 

suspicious region in RGB image.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ‗best‘ SFTA features [Table (5-11)] computed from the areas of abnormalities on 

abnormal images, where the area (A) is given by:      , and (r) is given on MIAS details. 

Results [Figure (5-21)], showed high correlation between the area of the abnormality circular 

mask and selected features. 

[Table (5-12)] show the high accuracy of both Naïve and SVM classifiers for normal and 

abnormal classifications based on SFTA features.  

 

 

 
Figure (5-20): Automatic ROI selection with fixed size (𝑟    )   
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Features F1 F3 F4 F6 F7 F12 F21 

AUC×100 0.538385 0.942503 0.555642 0.953302 0.673775 0.909505 0.92159 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (5-11): Performances of optimum SFTA features computed from different circular 

mask sizes‘ 
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Figure (5-21): Correlation between features (F1, F3,F4, and F6) and area 

of abnormality, (horizontal axis: features; vertical axis: area ROI)  
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Figure (5-21): Correlation between features (F7, F12, and F21) and 

area of abnormality, (horizontal axis: features; vertical axis: area 

ROI)  
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Table (5-12): Confusion matrix for normal-abnormal classification based on SFTA 

features 

    

     

 

 

 

 

As the setting-threshold for SFTA method and the window size play important factors in 

feature extraction and classification, we applied following tests: 

1.  Compute the classification accuracy, by test multi threshold values at fixed 

window size [Table (5-13)]. Experimentally approved the adequate threshold 

value is   ).  

2. Fix the threshold to        ) and tested the classification accuracy for SFTA and 

Haralick features using different window sizes, [Figure (5-22)].  

3. Select the window size, which gained better accuracy for the two types of features 

(Haralick, SFTA), [Table (5-14)]. 

4. Fix the threshold to (       ), and window size to    ×   ), then select the 

features 

 Haralick feature : H1, H3, H5-H6, H9-H11 

 SFTA features: F2, F5, F7 - F9, F11, F14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Truth  
MIAS 

SVM classification 

Normal Abnormal 

Normal 109 0 

Abnormal 4 52 

 Accuracy= 97.57% Accuracy= 99.39% 

Truth  
MIAS 

Naive classification 

Normal Abnormal 

Normal 108 1 

Abnormal 0 56 
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Threshold Setting Accuracy (%) 

2 69.1 

3 71.8 

4 69.1 

5 71.0 

6 67.3 

7 71.8 

8 69.1 

 

Table (5-13): Classification accuracies based on SFTA features, using 

different threshold values and fixed window size (64 × 64  

Figure (5-22): Classification accuracies of SFTA and Haralick 

features at different window sizes 
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 Accuracy ( ) 

Window Size SFTA Haralick 

 ×   75.5 NaN 

 6 ×  6 71.8 NaN 

  ×    70.9 67.3 

4 × 4  70.0 65.5 

  ×    70.0 65.5 

64×64 71.8 65.5 

  ×    68.2 63.6 

   ×     66.4 63.6 

   ×     68.2 35.5 

 

Table (5-14): Classification accuracies based on SFTA and Haralick features, 

using different window sizes  
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5.5. Benign/ Malignant classification 

For classification task, optimum features were selected: 

1. Haralick features: H3, H4, H5, H9, H10, H11 and H12 

2. SFTA features: F1, F2, F3, F6, F10, F12 and F14 

3. Combined features: F1-F3, F6, F10, F14, H3-H5, H9-H12 

Haralick and SFTA features performances on benign-malignant classification are tested using 

ROC curves as in [Figure (5-23)], [Figure (5-24)], performance results showed in [Table (5-

15)], and the gained accuracy in [Table (5-16)] 
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Figure (5-23): ROC curves for SFTA features (F1, F2, F3, F6, 

F10, F12 and F14) (left to right; upper to lower); (x-axis: false 

positive rate, y-axis: true positive rate) 
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Figure (5-24): ROC curves for selected Haralick features, (H1, H3, H4, H5, H9, 

H10, H11 and H12) (left to right; upper to lower); (x-axis: false positive rate, y-

axis: true positive rate) 
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 SFTA  Haralick 

F1 F2 F3 F6 F10 F12 F14 H3 H4 H5 H9 H10 H11 H12 

AUC 

(×     ) 

74 77 72 76 70 69 75 76 69 69 78 69 69 68 

 

Table (5-15): Performances of different features for benign/malignant classification 

 

 SFTA features Haralick 

features 

Combined 

features 

Acc. ( ) 74.5 68.2 71.8 

 

Table (5-16): Benign/ Malignant classification accuracies 
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6. Discussion 

 

6.1.   Using of MIAS database  

MIAS is well-known, broadly, free and easy access database, the database has ground 

truth from the radiologists about characteristic of background tissue, type of abnormality, 

severity of abnormality, the coordinates of center and approximate radius (in pixels) of a 

circle enclosing the abnormality.   

MIAS in MLO view, MLO is the most important projection, as it allows depicting most 

breast tissue, while, the CC view is taken from above, resulting in an image that sometimes 

does not show the area close to the chest wall (Maitra et al., 2012).  

As we work on tissue calcifications, we extracted features from two breasts (right and 

left) for one patient. Our main work concentrates on case (patient) studies rather than 

individual image.  

Mammographic databases play an important role in the development of algorithms for 

CAD system. MIAS databases allow comparison of results from different studies (Antoniou 

et al., 2009). 

For all above advantages, MIAS database is used. 

Also, The (MIAS) abbreviation also refers to Medical Image and Signals, the MIAS-

GRID started mid-2002, a project by University of Oxford 

[http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/Irc/grid_mias-grid.html]. 
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6.2.   Preprocessing  

6.2.1.   Unwanted regions removal and mammogram enhancement 

Converting the mammogram image to binary image is the main role in preprocessing 

stage, the advantages of using binary image, that it needs smaller memory and faster 

execution time. Moreover, morphological operations and connected components techniques 

which used for unwanted regions removal were developed for binary image. Binarization 

process applied by using Otsu‘s thresholding, which is the most successful global 

thresholding method, it automatically performs histogram shape, and choose optimal 

threshold by maximizing the between class variance for choosing optimal threshold.  

For enhancement, median filter and CLAHE technique were used, which widely used in 

medical image processing.   

Median filtering is a nonlinear process, often used to remove impulsive or salt-and-pepper 

noise. Edges are of critical importance to the visual appearance of image, median filtering is 

used because of its useful in preventing edges in an image (Guohong and Wenming, 2010) 

and reducing impulse and random noises. 

The advantageous of CLAHE technique, it is not discard the part of the histogram that 

exceeds the clip limit but redistribute the histogram equally among all histogram bins.  

 

6.2.2.    Pectoral muscle orientation and identification 

For orientation, our method rely on the MIAS database arrangement of images, odd file 

number addressed the right breast image, while even file number addressed left breast image. 

So, we simply flip the images which contained odd file number.   

Surveying other approaches, the simple method for pectoral muscle reorientation based 

on thresholding (Dehghani and Dezfooli, 2011), (Chaabani et al., 2010). The image divided 

into two halves in comparison with vertical axis as in [Figure (6-1)], then the grey level of 

threshold limit of each part was calculated. Surly, the threshold limit under the image which 

contains the breast region is more than the under of image which contains the background, 

after finding the breast direction, it putted to left direction.    
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For pectoral muscle segmentation, we set multi-level threshold to level-3, we based 

simply on fact that, background lies on the beginning of histogram, tissue lies in middle, and 

muscle lies in the third zone of histogram. Moreover, extensive experiments are conducted on 

MIAS mammographic images and threshold         showed best identification.   

 

6.2.3.   Comparative analysis 

Numerous papers introduced different approaches for preprocessing mammogram 

images, here is comparative analyses introduce methods are used and results, comparing with 

our approach.   See [Table (6-1)] 

  Sara and Mashalla in (Dehghani & Dezfooli, 2011) are introduced a preprocessing 

technique based on threshold to omitting excessive sides and put all images in one side, then 

eliminated labels and background based on region growing method. The result obtained     

by applied on 60 images of MIAS database.  

In (Camilus et al., 2011), pectoral muscle removed by using watershed transformation 

and merging algorithm. The method applied on 84 mammograms from MIAS database, the 

results obtained are       and 4     for mean false positive and mean false negative rates 

respectively comparing with manually identified pectoral muscle.   

 Researchers in (Maitra, 2012) applied three steps on MIAS database. First step is contrast 

enhancement then pectoral muscle detection and suppression, they used CLAHE technique 

and seeds region growing. Out of 322 mammogram images, fourteen images failed in output; 

the accuracy obtained was   . 

 

Figure (6-1): Pectoral muscle orientation, by image halves 

division 
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In (Yoon et al., 2016) a study applied on all MIAS database for pectoral muscle 

segmentation. Pectoral muscle detected by using the morphological method and the random 

sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm. The results showed       accuracy.           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Authors Year MIAS 

Database 

No. 

Function Method Acc. ( ) 

Raba et al. 2005  300 Pectoral 

muscle 

suppression 

Region growing 98 

Dehghani & 

Dezfooli 

2011 60 Background 

elimination 

Thresholding , 

and region 

growing 

99 

Camilus et al. 2011  84 Pectoral 

muscle 

identification 

Watershed 

transformation, 

and merging 

algorithm 

85 

Maitra et al. 2012       322 Contrast 

enhancement, 

pectoral 

muscle 

suppression 

CLAHE 

technique, and 

seeds region 

growing 

95 

Yoon et al. 2016 322 Pectoral 

muscle 

segmentation 

Morphological 

operation, and 

random sample 

consensus 

algorithm 

92 

Our approach 2019 160 Background 

removal, and 

pectoral 

muscle 

suppression 

Otsu‘s 

thresholding 

96 

Table (6-1): Summary of results and comparison with existing work for preprocessing 
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6.3.   Segmentation 

In this research, the mass segmentation technique applied is using one single view, 

segmentation methods are applied for both circular and spiculated masses, however, most of 

the algorithms are only able to detect a specific kind of mass, usually circular or spiculated 

masses. There are very few works using pseudo color in mammogram image processing 

(enhancement). 

In some mammogram images, the result for segmentation method include the regions 

containing all mases even with some false positives (FP), however (FPs) will be removed at 

later step.  

In this research simple algorithms based on thresholding and pseudo color are used, the 

segmentation method was determined if the proposed CAD is fully-automated or semi-

automated.   

 

6.4.   Texture features 

For all classification tasks, we based on Haralick and SFTA texture features  

 Haralick features: it remains popular today, by virtue of good performance (Nixon 

and Aguado, 2008).  

 SFTA:  the rationale for using pairs of thresholds to compute the set of binary images 

is to segment objects that otherwise would not be segmented by regular threshold 

segmentation; this is especially TRUE for objects and structures whose gray level lies 

in the middle range of the input histogram (Costa et al, 2012). [Figure (6-2)] 

illustrates that there are three different zones, and breast region (tissue) lies in the 

middle range of histogram.     
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Some of the factors that drastically influence the feature extraction results are: 

1. The variability of the anatomy of the breast, every mammogram has different 

properties related to different tissue types and correspondingly variable brightness in 

the mammographic appearance. 

2. The imaging conditions- shot noise, quantum mottle, patient movement, low contrast 

in mammograms due to low X-ray dosage and glare. 

3. For micro-calcifications, faint micro-calcifications are lost in dense background  

4. The superposition of certain breast structure. (Linguraru, 2002)  

5. Window size for the computational methods utilized to extract features from textured 

images (Puig and Garcia, 2001). In this research the determination of tissue density is 

a qualitative measurement, considering the estimation of overall density. So, for tissue 

classification we used large windows [all breast region in preprocessed image, 5 

windows per image, and     ×      window] to obtain meaningful description of 

tissue type. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure (6-2): Histogram zones for mammogram images 

Haralick Features SFTA Features 

Widely employed, statistical 

approach 

New employed,  structural approach 

Orientations and scales dependent Threshold dependent 

Contains fixed number of features 

(14-features) 

Number of features is dependent to 

user identifier of thresholds. 

 

Table (6-2): Comparison between Haralick and SFTA texture features 
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6.5.   Tissue characterization  

Breast density is not fixed but change over time. Some breasts may appear more or less 

dense when imaged using FFDM compared to SFM. Superior depiction of the skin line by 

digital mammography provides the observer with a more accurate (usually larger) estimate of 

the extent of the subcutaneous fat. However, no change in the distribution across density 

categories has been observed (D‘Orsi et al., 2013).  

 

[Table (6-3)] shows the common features which repeatedly in the three types of studies 

(preprocessed image, five windows per image, and window size     ×     .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Obviously, the effective Haralick features are: H3, H6, and H10, which represent inertia, 

sum-average, and diff-variance. The effective SFTA features are: F11, F19, and F10. 

Moreover, in case of combined Haralick and SFTA features, all studies are SFTA features 

dependency. 

The best accuracy     obtained for distinguishing fatty tissue from non-fatty, so as other 

researchers conclude (Chérel et al., 2008), the characterization of fatty breast tissue is easier 

than glandular or dense breast tissue.  

 

 

 

 All Studies (S1, S2, and S3) 

Features Fatty-Non fatty  

(C1) 

Glandular-Dense 

(C2) 

Fatty-Glandular-

Dense (C3) 

Haralick H6, H13 H3, H10, H12 H3, H6, H7, 

H10 

SFTA F10, F11, 

F19 

F2, F5, F11, 

F12, F19, F21 

F2,F5, F10, 

F11, F19 

Combined F10, F11, 

F19 

- F11, F19 

 

Table (6-3): Effective features for tissue classification 
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6.5.1.   MIAS database and BI-RADS assessment 

Although MIAS database has three categories of tissue types, fat, dense, glandular, but 

there is no criterion standard exists for breast density assessment. Radiologists‘ visual 

assessment is known to be influenced by many factors. Even BIRADS breast density 

assessment method is subjective estimation method. 

According to BI-RADS category, there is only a minimal and insignificant difference in 

the sensitivity of mammography between the densest breast in a lower density category and 

the least dense breast in the next higher density category (D‘Orsi et al., 2013). 

According to the ACR BI-RADS density classification standard, the MIAS database is 

divided into four density categories (Oliver et al., 2010) as in [Table (6-4)] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.5.2.   Comparative analysis 

In this section, researches related to breast density classification highlight, which using 

MIAS database. 

Oliver et al. proposed several approaches focused on breast density. Examples of his 

researches: In (Oliver et al., 2005) proposed a new approach to classification of 

mammography according to the breast parenchymal density, the classification based on gross 

segmentation and the underlying texture contained within breast tissue the method applied on 

a set of 270 mammogram images of MIAS database, the obtained results for the leave-one-out 

classification method and k-NN classifier are     and 6  .  In (Oliver et al., 2008) they 

used the whole set of MIAS database and 831 images from DDSM database, segmented the 

 

Table (6-4): Confusion matrix between the classification of MIAS 

according to its annotations (F, G, and D) and the consensus of three 

radiologists in BIRADS term, [Oliver et al., 2010] 
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breast into fatty and dense regions based on a two class fuzzy C-means clustering approach, 

then extracted 10 morphological features and 216 texture features finally used number of 

distinct classifiers (decision tree, Bayesian, and K-nearest neighbor), obtained accuracies are: 

        , and    , for four classes categories. The evaluation shows strong correlation 

between automatic and expert based Breast Reporting and Data System (BIRADS) 

mammographic density assessment.  

(Sharma and Singh, 2014), presents a hybrid scheme for two class problem (fatty and 

dense) mammograms using correlation based feature selection (CFS), the classification 

performed using sequential minimal optimization (SMO). Texture analysis done on ROI of 

322 images of MIAS database. The accuracy obtained is  6 46   

(Mustra et al., 2012), based on histogram and GLCMs, 419 features were extracted from 

ROI of MIAS database, and then used different feature selection algorithm. Different selection 

methods tested with different classifiers. Using forward - backward feature selection method 

and K-NN classifier, they obtained different accuracies for different categories. Classification 

accuracies rate are:    6 ,      , and       respectively for two-classes, three-class‘s, and 

four-class‘s categories. 

(Silva and Menotti, 2012), used individual and combining various sets of statistical 

features for tissue classification, the classification is performed using SVM with RBF kernel.   

They used 320 MIAS mammograms images; obtained        accuracy rate for fully 

mammography by combining texture of image histogram intensity and co-occurrence matrix.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 (Subashini et al., 2010) uses nine statistics features extracted from the image histogram 

and Support vector machine SVM classifier obtained accuracy     on the 43 MIAS 

database mammogram. 
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6.6.   Normal / abnormal classification 

 In this research, different thresholds are tested     {    4   6    }, with fixed window 

size 64 × 64 . The best classification accuracy obtained at:    {   }, as in [Figure(6-3)]. 

To have a reasonable number of features, we selected threshold        , and ignored 

threshold         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.6.1.   Window size 

Window sizes are determined in order to outperform two complementary tasks, texture 

feature and texture segmentation. Texture feature evaluation requires large windows in order 

to obtain meaningful descriptions of their content; texture segmentation requires small 

windows in order to locate the boundaries between different textural regions. 

For normal/ abnormal classification, various window sizes are tested.  As shown from 

results, in case of Haralick features the accuracy rates, at window sizes below (  ×   ) not 

considered, because some computed features are undefined values     . 

 

 

 

Figure (6-3): Classification accuracies of the SFTA feature vector obtained 

employing different number of threshold values with fixed window size (64 × 64) 
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6.6.2.   Effective features 

From previous results, the best accuracy obtained was (        gained by using SFTA 

feature extraction method at window size ( ×  ). Moreover, in case of using Haralick 

features; the best accuracy is 6     at    ×   ).window size   

 

6.7.   Effective features for classification tasks (tissue density, abnormality, 

class of abnormality) 

Feature extraction is a primordial preprocessing task preceding classification. Methods 

are used, the well-known (Haralick features), and the new method (SFTA feature). The 

selectable methods used for three major classification tasks are: 

1. Tissue classification 

2. Normal/ abnormal classification 

3. Benign/ malignant classification 

 

In all classification tasks, the same criterion of classifying is followed, according to the 

best features from: 

1. Haralick features 

2. SFTA features 

3. Combined features 
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Results in [Table (6-5)] show the superiority of SFTA features in classifying 

mammogram tissue types, Normal/ abnormal mammogram, and benign from malignant 

lesion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (6-5): Best results for different classification tasks based on Haralick and 

SFTA feature extraction method 

Classification task Feature extraction 

method 

Acc. ( ) 

Tissue types (Fatty / 

non-fatty) 

Combined (Haralick 

and SFTA) 

87.0 

Tissue types 

(Glandular / Dense) 

SFTA 78.0 

Tissue types (Fatty / 

Glandular/ Dense) 

Combined (Haralick 

and SFTA) 

64.2 

Normal / abnormal SFTA 75.5 

Benign / Malignant SFTA 74.5 
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7. Conclusion and prospective work 

 

The results of CAD in mammography are not yet conclusive enough to warrant a credible 

clinical usage. Different CAD algorithms show that the accuracy of cancer detection has 

indeed improved with introduction of CAD. Almost all of the existing CAD approaches are 

trained and tested on retrospectively collected databases that may not represent the real 

clinical practice. Large prospective studies are required to evaluate the performance of CAD 

systems in real life before employing them in clinical setting. 

Researchers had been invested a lot of effort to characterize breast lesions and to 

investigate differentiation between lesions through different approaches. Usually, the 

surroundings (background) of the lesions are not including in the analysis of texture 

complexity. Moreover, CAD system should work as second opinion for the radiologist, so 

comprehensive studies must be applied to characterize the lesions, including features that are 

indistinguishable to the human eye.    

As CAD algorithm consist of many steps, the performance of any step effect on overall 

performance of CAD algorithm. CAD algorithms can be stable or unstable. Stable algorithm 

gives substantially similar results when minor changes are made to the algorithm, features, or 

the training datasets. Unstable algorithm changes their output when such minor changes are 

made. The stability of algorithms that using automated or semi-automated methods measures 

by repeatedly retraining the algorithm with substantially different training sets, and then 

testing the algorithm on testing set.  In the future, as breast cancer incidents increasing, well-

designed and stable CAD algorithms should be investigated for early breast cancer detection, 

because breast cancer is curable if detected in early stages. CAD devices approved by the 

FDA are stable due to regular modification. The stability of algorithms increases as: 

 The number of training cases increases. 

 The number or dimensionality of initial features decreases. 

 The complexity of the CAD decreases. 

As there is strong correlation between breast density and breast cancer, radiologists 

should consider using the quantitative assessment method to provide consistent and reliable 

measurement of breast density. So, for the future this research may develop to provide 

quantitative assessment of breast density.  
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The need for awareness programs: time has come 

As illustrated in the introduction, although the incidence of breast cancer in developing 

countries as Sudan is lower compared with developed countries, but the mortality rate is 

higher than developed countries due to many life factors, as poorness, less education, lack of 

continued educations and awareness programs 

Since 1990s, Sudan has been on US blacklist, which led to the decline of health services. 

Even Khartoum Breast Cancer Centre (KBCC), which opened in 2010 ( the Horn of Africa‘s 

first and only dedicated breast cancer clinic) has been hit by the sanctions with a ban on 

international money transfers and the restriction on imports of medical equipment and spare 

parts. 

The Sudanese health ministry keeps no full records, because the health system focuses on 

communicable disease as malaria, tuberculosis and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). 

Time has come to make collaboration between universities and international organization, 

to get a reliable statistics of breast cancer in Sudan.   

Breast cancer screening, awareness programs, and statistics should be under government 

responsibilities. But, researchers have a responsibility to find tracks to introduce awareness 

program for all society, including the simple human.      

 

The need of SUST database 

As Sudan University established a Faculty of Medicine, Hospital, and SUST also 

involves Engineering college (biomedical engineering department), and Radiological science, 

a collaboration need to establish SUST database, which will contain mammograms, 

ultrasounds images, MRI, CT scan images, and other medical images.   
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Appendix  

Program Codes 

 

%% Preprocessing algorithm, 13Nov013, work a 

lhamdo'LLAH;  

% applied on Learning dataset 3Apr014 

%function Pect1  

%remove pectoral muscle 

  

% Select Image 

[FileName,PathName]=uigetfile('*.pgm','Select the Image'); 

im=strcat(PathName,FileName); 

  

  

%Stage1 

  

% cropping img , function test 

im=imread(im); 

imd=im2double(im); 

imshow(imd) 

figure, imhist(imd) 

  

d=double(im); 

imdd=imd*d; 

imdd=im2double(imdd); 

th=graythresh(imdd); 

thimdd=im2bw(imdd,th); 

thimdd = imopen(thimdd,strel('disk',1)); %image like 0019, not cropped if this statement 

abscent, cause nonzeros pixel  

BinImge = thimdd; 

[nonZeroRows nonZeroColumns] = find(BinImge); 

topRow = min(nonZeroRows(:)); 

bottomRow = max(nonZeroRows(:)); 

leftColumn = min(nonZeroColumns(:)); 

rightColumn = max(nonZeroColumns(:)); 

croppedImage = BinImge(topRow:bottomRow, leftColumn:rightColumn); 

imo=im(topRow:bottomRow , leftColumn:rightColumn); 

  

im=imo; 

figure,imshow(imo); 

figure,imhist(imo); 

  

%% 

%Stage2 

% Label Omitting Function test_jm.m 

x=im2double(im); 

t=graythresh(x); 
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bi=im2bw(x,(t-0.2));  % decreasing threshold,let breast outer soft tissue appear; omit zigzag, 

soft tissue inside breast appear like in mdb001-002,(img190,not work if (t-0.25)so become(t-

0.2) 

bi = imopen(bi,strel('disk',1)); % solve problem that label connect with breast by upper 

border of image, clear in binary image, eg: img003 

c= bwconncomp(bi); 

d = c.PixelIdxList; 

max_vox = 0; 

biggest_object = 0; 

for i = 1:c.NumObjects 

    if (size(d{1,i},1) > max_vox)  

        max_vox = size(d{1,i},1); 

        biggest_object = i; 

    end 

end 

biggest_object; 

v = bi; 

v(:)= 0; 

v(d{1,biggest_object}) = 1; 

m=immultiply(v,x); 

  

figure,imshow(m); 

figure,imhist(m); 

%% 

%Step3 

% Just flipping odd files numbers, 'right breast'  

im=m; 

t=graythresh(im); 

bi=im2bw(im,t); 

[m n]=size(bi); 

 %check the breast position 

           

 if  bi((1:m),1)==0 

         

               im=fliplr(im); 

     

           else        

             im=im;  

 end 

  

            

   %figure, imshow(im) %,title('Original Image')  

   %figure,imhist(im) %, title('Orig hist'); 

   %% 

   %%  SPnoise 

%  

newim=zeros(size(im)+2); %mask image 

B=zeros(size(im)); %output image 

  

for i=1:size(im,1) 
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    for j=1:size(im,2) 

        newim(i+1,j+1)=im(i,j); 

    end 

end 

  

for x=1:size(newim,1)-2 

    for y=1:size(newim,2)-2 

        window=zeros(3); 

        inc=1; 

         

        for i=1:3 

        for j=1:3 

            window(inc)=newim(x+i-1,y+j-1); 

            inc=inc+1; 

        end 

        end 

         

        med=sort(window); 

    B(x,y)=med(3); 

   end 

end 

  

denois=mat2gray(B); 

im=denois; 

%figure,imshow(newim),figure,imshow(B),figure,imshow(im); 

figure,imshow(im); figure,imhist(im); 

%im=adapthisteq(im); % not suitable here, will use in breast only as ROI 

%% 

  

  

   % piecewise linear 

    

   %im=imread(im); 

%im=im2double(im); 

a=[0 1]; 

b=[1 0]; 

N=length(a); 

out=ones(size(im)); 

  

for i=1:N-1 

    pix=find (im>a(i) & im<a(i+1)); 

    out(pix)=(im(pix)-a(i))*(b(i+1)-b(i))/(a(i+1)-a(i))+b(i); 

end 

  

pix=find(im==a(N)); 

out(pix)=b(N); 

m=imsubtract(im,out); 

    

pect=m; 

pect=imopen(pect,strel('disk',2)); 
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figure,imshow(pect); 

figure,imhist(pect); 

%  % 

    

  %% 

  % Step4-1 %not give require output 

  % pectoral muscle removal 

 % t=graythresh(im); 

 %bi=im2bw(im,t); 

  %l=bwlabel(bi,8); 

  %x=find(l==1); 

  %x=find(l~=1); 

  %bwl=im; 

  %bwl(x)=0; 

  

  %imshow(bwl) 

  %  select suitable threshold method??? (not yet) 

  %% 

  %figure, imhist(im); 

  %Step4-2 

thresh=multithresh(im,3); %the 3rd value give thresh for pectoral muscle, it just after peak, 

unique threshold for same person eg:(im1;im2),(3,4),....etc 

 %three=(thresh(2)+thresh(3))*(2/3); 

 %thresh=thresh+0.3; 

 pect =im; 

[x,y] = size(im); 

for i=1:x 

    for j=1:y 

        if (pect(i,j)<= thresh(3))  

            pect(i,j)=0; 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

 figure,imshow(pect); 

 pw=im2bw(pect); 

 figure,imshow(pw); 

 %title('segmentation'); 

  

  

sub=imsubtract(im,pect); 

figure,imshow(sub) 

     imp=pect; 

impd=im2double(imp); 

t=graythresh(impd); 

bi=im2bw(impd,t); 

bi = imopen(bi,strel('disk',2)); %because some pectoral muscle connect with breast, eg:im 

c=bwconncomp(bi); 

d = c.PixelIdxList; 

max_vox = 0; 
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biggest_object = 0; 

for i = 1:c.NumObjects 

     if (size(d{1,i},1) > max_vox)      % && (d(1,i)==findobj(gca,'Type','line') )) % and shape 

is traingle then 

        max_vox = size(d{1,i},1); 

        biggest_object = i; 

    end 

end 

%biggest_object; 

 v = imp; 

 v(:)= 1; 

 v(d{1,biggest_object}) =0; 

c1=bwconncomp(v); 

d1=c1.PixelIdxList; 

max_vox1=0; 

biggest_object1=0; 

for j=1:c1.NumObjects 

    if (size(d1{1,j},1) > max_vox1) 

        max_vox1=size(d1{1,j},1); 

        biggest_object1=j; 

    end  

end 

  

v1=imp; 

v1(:)=1; 

v1(d{1,biggest_object}) =0; 

v1(d{1,biggest_object1})=0; 

%figure,imshow(v1); 

  

  

vc=bwconncomp(v); 

vc1=bwconncomp(v1); 

if (((vc.NumObjects) ~= (vc1.NumObjects))||((bwarea(v)) ~= (bwarea(v1))))   

  pe=imsubtract(v,v1);                                                      % _correct by add OR statement , it 

work good  

  pe=~pe; 

  %figure,imshow(pe) 

  m=immultiply(pe,im); 

  %figure,imshow(f); 

else 

    %figure,imshow(v) 

    m=immultiply(v,im); 

     

end 

m=im2double(m); 

m=adapthisteq(m); 

figure,imshow(m) 

figure,imhist(m) 
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Segmentation 

ROI selection based on image quantization; manual selection 

% initiate 24Apr014 

% last modify 14May014 

%% 

fontSize = 20; 

  

%% 

clinee 

%% 

subplot(2,3,1); 

imshow(imd) 

title('Original Image','FontSize',fontSize); 

  

%%  

threseg=multithresh(im,7); 

seg1=imquantize(im,threseg); 

RGB=label2rgb(seg1); 

%figure, imshow(RGB) 

  

%% 

% ROI manually selection 

Pseudo = RGB; 

subplot(2, 3, 2); 

imshow(Pseudo, []); 

title('Quantization', 'FontSize', fontSize); 

set(gcf, 'Position', get(0,'Screensize')); % Maximize figure. 

  

%Nroi=sprintf('Enter Numbers of ROI.\n '); 

%uiwait(msgbox(Nroi)); 

%n=input(Nroi); 

  

message = sprintf ('Left click and hold to begin drawing.\nSimply liftthe mouse button to 

finish'); 

uiwait(msgbox(message)); 

%hFH = imfreehand();  % free hand selection 

hFH=imrect(); % to drag rectangle  

position=wait(hFH);  

                     % double click on rectangle to resume execute matlab command 

  

% Create a binary image ("mask") from the ROI object. 

binaryImage= hFH.createMask(); 

% Display the freehand mask. 

subplot(2, 3, 3); 

imshow(binaryImage); 

title('ROI selection', 'FontSize', fontSize); 

% Burn line into image by setting it to 255 wherever the mask is true. 

burnedImage = im; 

burnedImage(binaryImage) = 255; 

% Display the image with the mask "burned in." 
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subplot(2, 3, 4); 

imshow(burnedImage); 

title('Mask burned into GrayImage', 'FontSize', fontSize); 

  

% Mask the image and display it. 

% Will keep only the part of the image that's inside the mask, zero outside mask. 

  

maskedImage = im; 

maskedImage(~binaryImage) = 0; 

subplot(2, 3, 5); 

imshow(maskedImage); 

title('Masked Image', 'FontSize', fontSize); 

% 

%obtain mask image  

[nonZeroRows nonZeroColumns] = find(binaryImage); 

topRow = min(nonZeroRows(:)); 

bottomRow = max(nonZeroRows(:)); 

leftColumn = min(nonZeroColumns(:)); 

rightColumn = max(nonZeroColumns(:)); 

cm=maskedImage(topRow:bottomRow , leftColumn:rightColumn); 

figure,imshow(cm); 

%figure,imhist(cm); 

 

%% 

h=adapthisteq(cm); 

figure,imshow(h); 

%figure,imhist(h); 

%% 

%binary image 

mhb=graythresh(h); 

mhbb=im2bw(h,mhb); 

figure,imshow(mhbb); 

%% 

% multiply enhanced image with mask to obtain segmented mass 

mhbb=im2double(mhbb); 

mem= immultiply(h,mhbb); 

figure,imshow(mem); 

%figure,imhist(mem); 

% test area of binary 

memt=graythresh(mem); 

memb=im2bw(mem,memt); 

% memb=im2double(memb); % if not convert to double it will be logical and if applied 

regionprops(memb,'area','perimeter'), it give struct array 

%% select the big mass 

%x=im2double(im); 

%t=graythresh(x); 

%memb=im2bw(memb,(memt-0.2));   

bii = imopen(memb,strel('disk',2));  

c= bwconncomp(memb); 

d = c.PixelIdxList; 
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max_vox = 0; 

biggest_object = 0; 

for i = 1:c.NumObjects 

    if (size(d{1,i},1) > max_vox)  

        max_vox = size(d{1,i},1); 

        biggest_object = i; 

    end 

end 

biggest_object; 

v = bii; 

v(:)= 0; 

v(d{1,biggest_object}) = 1; 

ml=immultiply(v,memb); 

figure,imshow(ml) 

m11=immultiply(ml,mem); 

figure,imshow(m11) 

MIAS Coordinates 

function a = MiasCoordinates( TextFilename,DatasetNumber) 

TextFilename =('Abnorm.txt'); 

DatasetNumber = 1;  

  

    f = fopen(TextFilename); 

    StructFile = textscan(f,'%s %s %s %s %d %d %d'); 

     

    ImageName = strcat(StructFile{1,1}{DatasetNumber,1},'.pgm'); 

    ImageVol = imread(ImageName); 

     

     

    xCoord = double(StructFile{1,5}(DatasetNumber)); 

    yCoord = double(size(ImageVol,2) - StructFile{1,6}(DatasetNumber)); 

    Radius = double(StructFile{1,7}(DatasetNumber)); 

     

    imagesc(ImageVol); 

    colormap(gray(256)); 

    a = circle(xCoord,yCoord,Radius); 

    fclose(f) 

end 

 

SFTA code 

function [ D ] = sfta( I, nt ) 

  % If necessary, convert I to a grayscale image with bit-depth of 8. 

    I=imread('mdb005.pgm'); 

   nt=4; 

  

    I = im2double(I); 

   % if size(I,3) ~= 1 

    %    I = rgb2gray(I); 
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    %end; 

  

    T = otsurec( I, nt ); 

    dSize = (numel(T) * 6) - 3; 

    D = zeros(1, dSize); 

    pos = 1; 

    for t = 1 : numel(T) 

        thresh = T(t); 

      

        Ib = im2bw(I, thresh);  figure,imshow(Ib)  

        Ib = findBorders(Ib); 

         

        vals = double(I(Ib)); 

         

        D(pos) = hausDim(Ib); 

        pos = pos + 1; 

         

        D(pos) = mean(vals); 

        pos = pos + 1; 

  

        D(pos) = numel(vals); 

        pos = pos + 1; 

         

    end; 

     

    T = [T; 1.0]; 

    range = getrangefromclass(I); 

    range = range(2); 

     

    for t = 1 : (numel(T) - 2) 

        lowerThresh = T(t); 

        upperThresh = T(t + 1); 

             

        Ib = I > (lowerThresh * range) & I < (upperThresh * range);   figure,imshow(Ib)  

        Ib = findBorders(Ib); 

         

        vals = double(I(Ib)); 

         

        D(pos) = hausDim(Ib); 

        pos = pos + 1; 

         

        D(pos) = mean(vals); 

        pos = pos + 1; 

  

        D(pos) = numel(vals); 

        pos = pos + 1;  

    

Haralick features 

% init 25Apr014, UPMC 
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% Haralick 14 Feature Extraction from GLCM 

% GLCM (glcm), calculated in segm code. 

%%   

 % HaralickFeatures =  

          % {1 'AngularSecondMoment',... 

           % 2 'Contrast',... = Gray level differences 

            %3 'Correlation',... 

            %4 'Variance',... 

            %5 'InverseDifferenceMoment',... 

            %6 'SumAverage',... 

            %7 'SumVariance',... 

            %8 'SumEntropy',... 

            %9 'Entropy',... 

            %10 'DifferenceVariance',... 

            %11 'DifferenceEntropy',... 

            %12 'InfoMeas1',... 

            %13 'InfoMeas2' 

            %14 'Max.Correlation coeff} 

%% 

% AutoSeg;   when stract masses 

%% 

function ha = har(I); 

 

% 24April014 

% create Gray Level Co=occurence Matrix from image  

%ROI=m11;  % if use segm.m 

ROI=I; 

%ROI=BWH{ij}; 

%glcm=graycomatrix(ROI); 

glcm = graycomatrix(ROI,'Offset',[-1 1]); % offset angle45Â°, Distance=1 

  

% kernel = [0 1; 0 -1; 1 0; -1 0] 

% glcm = graycomatrix( image, 'NumLevels', 8, 'GrayLimits', [],'offset', kernel ); 

% stats = graycoprops( glcm, 'Contrast Correlation Energy Homogeneity'); 

% c = mean( stats.Contrast ); 

% cor = mean( stats.Correlation ); 

% e = mean( stats.Energy ); 

% h = mean( stats.Homogeneity ); 

  

%% 

% matlab function graycoprops give 4features from 14Haralick features 

FourProp=graycoprops(glcm,{'Contrast','Correlation','Energy','Homogeneity'}); 

%%  

  

SGLD= glcm; 

  

%% 

% GLCM requirements (1,2,3): 

% 1- Decide the relation between the refrence and neighbour- 

% pixels(angle,offet) 
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% 2- GLCM be a semmetrical matrix 

% 3- Normalize the matrix  

% make the SGLD matrix symmetric by adding it's transpose to it 

SGLD=SGLD+SGLD'; 

  

% normalize the SGLD matrix to values between 0 and 1 

SGLD=SGLD/sum(sum(SGLD)); 

  

% ***************************************************** 

% Calculating the texture features from the SGLD matrix 

% ***************************************************** 

foo=SGLD; 

  

% Entropy 

entropy=sum(sum(-((full(spfun(@log2,foo))).*foo))); 

  

% Energy: 

energy=sum(sum(foo.*foo)); 

  

% Inertia: 

[i,j,v]=find(foo); 

inertia=sum((((i-1)-(j-1)).*((i-1)-(j-1))).*v); 

  

% Variance 

% variance=var(foo); 

  

% Inverse differnece moment: 

inverse_diff=sum((1./(1+(((i-1)-(j-1)).*((i-1)-(j-1))))).*v); 

  

% Correlation: 

[m,n]=size(foo); 

  

px=sum(foo,2); 

[i,j,v]=find(px); 

mu_x=sum((i-1).*v); 

sigma_x=sum((((i-1)-mu_x).^2).*v); 

h_x=sum(sum(-((full(spfun(@log2,px))).*px))); 

temp1=repmat(px,[1 m]); 

  

py=sum(foo,1); 

[i,j,v]=find(py); 

mu_y=sum((j-1).*v); 

sigma_y=sum((((j-1)-mu_y).^2).*v); 

h_y=sum(sum(-((full(spfun(@log2,py))).*py))); 

temp2=repmat(py,[n 1]); 

  

[i,j,v]=find(foo); 

correlation=(sum(((i-1)-mu_x).*((j-1)-mu_y).*v))/sqrt(sigma_x*sigma_y); 

 

% Information measures of correlation 1 and 2: 
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foo1=-(foo.*(((temp1.*temp2)==0)-1)); 

foo2=-((temp1.*temp2).*((foo1==0)-1)); 

[i1,j1,v1]=find(foo1); 

[i2,j2,v2]=find(foo2); 

h1=sum((sum(-(v1.*(log2(v2)))))); 

info_corr_1=(entropy-h1)/max(h_x,h_y); 

[i,j,v]=find(temp1.*temp2); 

h2=sum((sum(-(v.*(log2(v)))))); 

info_corr_2=sqrt((1-exp(-2*(h2-entropy)))); 

  

% Sum average, variance and entropy: 

[i,j,v]=find(foo); 

k=i+j-1; 

pk_sum=zeros(max(k),1); 

for l=min(k):max(k) 

pk_sum(l)=sum(v(find(k==l))); 

end 

  

[i,j,v]=find(pk_sum); 

sum_avg=sum((i-1).*v); 

  

sum_var=sum((((i-1)-sum_avg).^2).*v); 

sum_entropy=sum(-((full(spfun(@log2,pk_sum))).*pk_sum)); 

% Difference average, variance and entropy: 

[i,j,v]=find(foo); 

k=abs(i-j); 

pk_diff=zeros(max(k)+1,1); 

for l=min(k):max(k) 

pk_diff(l+1)=sum(v(find(k==l))); 

end 

  

[i,j,v]=find(pk_diff); 

diff_avg=sum((i-1).*v); 

diff_var=sum((((i-1)-diff_avg).^2).*v); 

diff_entropy=sum(-((full(spfun(@log2,pk_diff))).*pk_diff)); 

  

%******** 

%% 

ha= [energy correlation inertia entropy inverse_diff sum_avg sum_var sum_entropy diff_avg 

diff_var diff_entropy info_corr_1 info_corr_2]; 

% I=inertia; 

% IC = info_corr_2; 

% CO= correlation; 

% SE= sum_entropy;   

% ha=[I,IC, CO, SE]; 

%fprintf (fileID,'%1.4f\t %1.4f\t %1.4f\t %1.4f\t %1.4f\t %1.4f\t %1.4f\t %1.4f\t %1.4f\t 

%1.4f\t %1.4f\t %1.4f\t %1.4f\t\n',F); 

end 
 


